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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTORY AND FINANOIAL. 

Mussoorie, a hill sanitarium and municipality, is situated in north 
latitude 30°27' and east longitude 78"61f, sevcn miles from Rajpur, at  
the foot of the hills, and fourteen miles from Dehra, the terminus of 
the railway. I t  lics on the first range of hills running east and west 
and on lateral spurs thrown out to the north and south. I t s  elevation 
varies from 6,000 to 7,000 feet above sea level and its area is 22 square 
miles. The season usually covers a period of some six months frow 
April to  September. The population is consequently variable being a t  
the summer census of 1910, 17,420 and a t  the census of March of the 
following year, 6,552. The houses, like those in other hill stations in the 
Himalayas, are scattcred about the hill sides as  the configuration of 
the  mountain permits. Thc greater number are to be found in the 
central portion of the station erld, except in this part, the place is 
well wooded. The roads, which are winding and narrow, total sixty- 
one miles and are maintained by the municipality which is administered 
by a Board colnposed of 11 elected and 3 appointed members, with 
the District Magistrate as  Chairman. IkIussoorie is connected with 
Rajpur by both a bridle and cart-road, the former being seven, and the 
latter fourteen, miles in length. 

The  principal taxes are tolls levied on persons entering the 
municipality bringing in Rs. 90,000; house tax, Rs. 39,000 ; conservancy 
apd capitation taxes, Rs. 26,000 and miscellaneous taxes such as dog, 
rickshaw, and honse taxes, &c., Rs. 13,000. Taxation worked out to 
about Rs. 7-7-9 per head in the year 1902-03 but as  a result of the 
demand for improved sanitation and the additional expenditure incurred 
in carrying out the scheme referred to  in this report, the incidence 
rose in 1910-11 to Rs. 9-7-6 per head. This rate in the same year in 
the  hill stations of Simla, Naini Tal, and Darjeeling was Rs. 14-11-0, 
Rs. 7-1-9, and Rs. 7-15-0 respectively. I n  Mussoorie no water or lighting 
rate is levied. Water is provided gvatis from the public hydrants 
dispersed throughout the station. A charge of Rs. 2 per thousand 
gallons is, however, made in cases where the supply is provided through 
house connections, while electric energy is sold at  the rate of 4 annas 
per B. T .  U. (Board of Trade Unit) for lighting, and of one anna for 
power purposes. 

To the east of and adjoining Mussoorie is the Military convalescent 
adpat of Landour a t  an altitude of 7,534 feet. 

From the time Mussoorie was originally occupied up to the year 
1894 when the first water-works were constructed, the residents obtained 
their supply of water from the various springs that are to be found 
usually a t  a level somewhat below that on which the houses are built. 

With the increasing popularity of the station as a health resort, 
however, these sources of supply proved inadequate and in the year 
1900 the question of providing for a further supply was taken up a t  
the instance of the Local Government. Detailed inyestigations were 
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made by the Sanitary Enginoer and in Octobor 1902 ho presented a 
preliminary report and estimate for improving the Mussoorie and 
Landour water-supply together with a scheme for lighting both places 
by electric light. 

Belection . o f  By this scheme the requisite electric power was to be derived 
K1np!i from the Kimpti Falls, five miles below Mussoorie to the n ~ r t h - ~ ~ s t ,  Falls  for den-  

vation of  and utilised for driving the pumps for the water supply of Mussoorie 
power. and Landour as woll as for lighting the streets, public institutions, hotels, 

and private houses in the former station. The cost was roughly 
estimated a t  Rs. 6,50,000 while the annual charges, including working 
expenses, interest, and sinking fund, were put at  Rs. 62,000. Againsf 
this mas assumed an incolne of Rs. 44,500 from the sale of electric light 
and water, &c., thus leaving some Rs. 17,500 to be raised by additional 
taxation. To cover this deficit a water rate of 6 per cent. was proposed 
to be levied till such time as the profits on the sale of electric current 
increased. 

Bubstitution of  A detailed scheme was then worked out and approved but unfortu- :tee Bhgkiif nately the negotiations entered into for the use of the Kimpti Falls, 
Fnlls. situated in the Tehri State, fell through and recourse was had to the 

Bhatta Falls on the south face of the Mussoorie ridge. The measure. 
ments taken showed the discharge of this stream to be in excess of 
that of the one at  Kimpti and it had the additional advantage of being 
situated in British territory and nearer the rail-head at  Dehra Dun. 
This change necessitated some modXcation of the scheme as originally 
devised and the final estimates were sanctioned in March 1905 a t  a 
cost of Rs. 7,29,560. The Landour part of the scheme costing 
Rs. 29,000 was subsequently dropped owing to the withdrawal of the 
Cantonment authorities from participation in it after the estimates 
had beell finally passed. The lines on which the general plan of the 
scheme was laid are explained in the next chapter. 

As work progressed and as a result of the inspections made by 
blussoorie esti- 

mate further experts of the whole project, it was found necessary, with a view to 
recnst. ensuring the adequacy of the scheme, to introduce into it some further 

important reforms. Accordingly in 1908 a further revised estimate was 
prepared for Rs. 9,72,000. Details of the expenditure incurred against 
this estimate are given in Appendix A. 

Finencinl. As has been noticed, the preliminary estimate prepared in 1902 for 
Mussoorie-cum-Landour was roughly put a t  Rs. 6,50,000. Then came 
the substitution of the Bhatta for the Kimpti Falls as the source from 
which the requisite power was to be obtained, and the necessity for a 
revised estimate which was sanctioned in 1905 at  Rs. 7,29,560. 

After a lapse of three years the scheme was subjected to further 
modification and the estimate for Mussoorie alone reached the figure of 
Rs. 9,72,000. This is apart from a sum of Rs. 27,000 paid by the Board 
a8 interest out of capital for the work that had already been executed. 
Expenditure to the extent of Rs. 67,000 incurred in repairing the power 
pipe line that had been breached by the floods of 1909 and in rebuilding 
the Convent transformer station which had collapsed in the same year, 
has also to be added to the capital cost, but towards this sum a grant- 
in-aid of half a lakh of rupees was sanctioned by the Government. 





For e soheme costing Rs. 11,28,000, however, the annual instalment 
required to meet interest a t  4 per cent. and pay off this amount in the 
periods agrced upon comes to Rs. 67,G20 while some a s .  50,000 may bo 
estimated as being required for " cstablishmcnt " and " maintenance." 

Assuming thon that these latter charges will remain fairly constant, 
the total annual expenditure to be incurred on the working of the 
scheme amounts to Rs. 1,17,620 or Rs. 55,620 in excess of the original 
forecast. 

The question of income that is likely to be derived from the scheme 
will now be dealt with, as  also the position of the Municipal Board 
after defraying the cost of its new public mater and lighting services 
as compared with its position in 1908, the last year in which the old 
lighting and water service obtained. 

The building up of e large clienthlc for private light and water 
supplies has developed rapidly as a result of the " House Connection 
Loan Scheme." Under it the B o d  make the requisite advances 
to landlords for installing light and water in their houses and the 
amounts are recovered in ten yearly ins t~ lments  without interest. 

For this purpose a sum of Rs. 80,000 was borrowed from the 
Government, via. Rs. 50,000 for house wiring and Rs. 30,000 for water 
connections. Apart from this scheme the wiring of small premises 
has been undertaken for cash payments. The  number of houses 
(including hotels) connected for mater up to fhe end of 1911-1912 
was 139 and for light 327. This latter figure includes 133 bazar shops 
which were lighted on the contrbct system. A second house wirillg 
loan of Rs. 23,000 was obtained in March 1911. 

The  gross income derived in the year 1911-1912 from the sale of 
current, water, meter rents, &c., amounted to Rs. 28,285 but against 
this had to be set off certain deductions amounting to Rs. 10,324 on 
account of repayment of interest and capital on the loans aggregating 
Rs. 1,03,000 referred to above. 

I n  1908-1909, the last year of working under the old scheme, 
the profits and loss on the water and lighting services stood as 
follows :- 

Itcm. 

Maintenance .. . 

Sinking fund on old water 
works loan of Rs. 36,000 ... 

Public lighting . . . 

Total ... 

Net cost of 
municipal 

lighting find 
water-supply. 

Rs. 

29,496 

--- 
29,496 

Pxpendi- 
ture. 

Rs. 

20,542 

2,808 

6,146 

29,496 

I 

Items. 

Receipts froin sale of 
water ... 

Receipts from sale of 
light . . . . 

Meter rents . . . 

In- 
Come. 

1 
1 
. .. 
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whilu tho bslance ~ h o &  for '1911-1912 wae- 

The increased cost of the new scheme to the  municipality was 
thus Rs. 85,247 less Bs. 29,496 or Rs. 55,751. 

There is, however, every reason to hope that this increase mill Be 
reduced in the near future, for the receipts derived from the sale of 
light and water mill steadily rise as  a result of the additional connec- 
tions now being arranged for. 

There is further on the tapis a proposal that  the Board should 
supply the adjoining Cantonment of Landour with water. The latest 
estimate framed by the Military authorities provides for the supply of 
6,000 gallons per day for 90 days during the Useason " to supplement 
the existing Cantonment supply and will result in  an income of 
Rs. 1,350. 

Proposals are also under consideration for the supply of current 
for public'road lighting a t  Landour and for power for pumping the 
wafer-supply in the Cantonmen$ up to  the top of the hill. 

Items. 

-- -- - 

E1:~inlcnnnrc and c3tah- 
l i J h ~ r ~ c , ~ ~ t  ... 

Si~iliing f1111d ~ I I : I . I ' ~ c ~  on 
loa11 of Rs. 5,73,000 

Sinlting fund ellnrges in 
house wiring l&n of 
Rs. 50,000 . . .  

Sinking fund ct arges on 
~ > l d  walcr-works lonn 
of RJ. 36,000 . . .  

Sinking  fund charges on 
loan af Its. 30,000 for 
I:ousc connection for 
water . . .  ... 

Sinking f~l-nd charges on 
loan of Rs. 44,000 for 
hydro-electric sche~~lc  
conslruction . . .  

Sinking fund cbnrgcs on 
lonn of Rs. 23,000 for 
2nd house n~iring . . .  

Total ... 

Expend~tu~e. 

-- 
Rs. 

52,040 

55,926 

6,1G5 

2,808 

3,699 

1,7GO* 

4GO* 

1,22,858 

Piet cost of 
rnunicipml 
light nnd 

xratcr 
u p p l y .  

Rs 

'\ 

I 
I 
i, 85,247 

I 
1 
1 
i 

-- 
85,547 

I 
Ikm. 1 n c o  

I 

-I--- 
I Rs. 

Salc of water . . .  

Sale of current . . .  

Rent of electric meters ... 

Rent of ma!er nleters . . .  

Repayn~crit~ hy 1:lndlortls of 
i~~gtalmenls of capital 
cost of instxllntion ef- 
fectcrl under I-ouse 
wiring loans . . .  

Repayment by landlords of 
instnl~nents of capital 
cost of instnllat,ion for 
water fro111 loans ... 

... 

7,524 

19,444 

835 

482 

7,510 

1,81G 

... 

37,011 
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rn den years' time when the house wiring and water connection 
Imns are finally paid off there will be a further increase in the income 
from the scheme. But over and above this end the further income 
accruing from the natural increase in the amount of light and watcr con- 
eumed, another important source of revenue will probably arise in the  
near futurc. It cannot be long before Mussoorie is connected with Raj- 
pur or Dehra by solne mechanicd means of transib, and the obvious 
motive power for such a scheme would be electricity and the obvious 
source of supply the Municipal Hydro-Electric Station. There is, 
moreover, the possibility of a paying electrical scheme being worked out, 
Before long for tlie Dehra Dun Municipal Board which will take its. 
pon7er from thcse works- 

With a heavy day load snd with practically overy house in the sta- 
tion and bazxr connected up for water and light with the municipal 

'mains, a forecast of an income of Rs. 60,000 from the scheme is not e r  
travagant and gives the following result :- 

Against this charge of Rs. 57,620 on the rates should be credited 
the value of the mater supplied through public stand-posts and of the 
surrent supplied for public road lighting. Dbring the 'year 1911-12: 
55,500,000 gallons of water were supplied through public stand-posts and, 
at a very moderate estimate, this should increase by 25 per cent within the 
next ten yews when the consumption! would be, 31,875,000 gallons per 
annurn, The value of this at  Re. 1 per 1,000~gallons (as against Rs. 2, 
the price paid for water supplied through house comections) amounts 
to Rs. 31,875. I n  the same year (1941-19tl2) the consumption of cur- 
rent in road lighting was 146,000 B. T. U. CZlrrent for lighting in pri- 
vate honses,is, as already mentioned, charged for a t  4 annas per unit, 
but taking 3 annas as the rate for municipal: road hghting the value of 
the current consumed amounts to Rs. 27,0001 9 h i a  does not, however, 
allow for expansion during the next tern yearsl The value of water and  
current utilized for municipal purposes> m y -  therefore be taken 3s 
Rs. 58,875 at  the very moderate rates on which the estimate is based, 
against the annud' charge of Rs. 57,6206 

When the entire capital cost of the scheme has been paid off, the 
Hydro-Electric scheme will be a most valuable asset. After the cost of 
repairs an3 renewals and the cost of sotual maintenance have beenl 
defreyed, there will be a handsome surplus) replt ing probably in reduc- 
tion of the rate&. 

I'Cems. 

Interest and sinking fund on cnpital 
expetldi~urc of Rs. 11,28,000. 

Maintenance and eshbli~hment charges 

Total .. . 

The satisfactory accompllshmerrt of the work iw due in a great, 
measure to, the keen interest taken in, the scheme by M i .  G. R. Dampier,, 

Net charge, 
on the rates. 

Rs. 

57,620' 

57,620 

Expenditure. 

Rs. 
67,620, 

50,000 

1,17,620 

Encome. 

Rs. 

j 60,000 - 

613,000 
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I, C. S., Superintendent of Dehra Dun, who was confronted throughout 
by serious financial end administrative difficultiee and eventually 
succeeded in raising the funds required for the completion of the work 
and bringing the scheme to a successful issue. The Engiueers to whom 
oredit is chiefly due are Mr. Menzies, Municipal Electrical Engineer, 
Captain Anderson, Municipal Civil Engineer, and Messrs. Pi tkeathly 
and Rennie, assistants of the contractors for the Pomcr Station and 
Pumping machinery, who, in addition to their legitimate duties of erect- 
ing tlie power plant, gave valuable assistance to the RIunicipel Board 
in the erection of high tension lines, transformer stations, and the power 
pipe line. Mr. W. Bell, the present Municipal Engineer, also deserves 
credit for his successful mmagement of the work since its completion 
and the several improvelnents he has introduced since he has been in 
charge. The notes from which the parts of this report referring to 
electrical work has been prepared were originally written by Mr. Rlenzies 
and have been revised later by Mr. Bell. To Captain Anderson, Municipal 
Engiueer and Secretary, wc are indebted for the notes from which 
chapters I1 and I V  have been corupiled. 

I t  will be observed that this report deals very fully with the practi- 
cal defects which have come to light in the working of the scheme and 
the remedies which have been applied to put it on a thoroughly 
sound working basis. Many of these defects being of a trivial nature 
would not have been noticed ordinarily in a completion report but as 
hydro-electric schemes are at present in their infancy in the Upper 
Proviuces i t  was considered edvissble t o  bring every little mistake to 
notice with a view to warn future designers of such schemes against the 
pitfdls to  be avoided. 
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CHAPTER 11, 

CIVIL ENOINEERINQ WORKS. 

Eread norkr. 
At the bottom of tho \-alley, lying betnrccn Vincent's Hill and 

Bsrlon-ganj and inid~vay between thc villages of Bhatta  and I<iarkuli, 
f l o ~ s  a s n l ~ l l  perennial strcam, which, issuing froln the southern slopes 
of tllc valley in the sliape of scvcral slnall springs, is a combillccl 
current at  tlicsc ~ i l lagcs  and forms lvllat is callcd tho Bhatta  or I<ia,r- 
liuli sladi. The water powcr of this strcnnl is utilized to drive the 
Pelton wheels ~vhicli form, one might say, tllc main spring of the 
JIussooric Hydro-Elcctric Scheme. The  minimum discharge of the 
strealn during thc dry season is 88 cubic feet per second. 

The offtake of the supply flume is situated just bclow the junction - - 

ITitll the main stream of a, small tributary nnln which takes its rise 8 
little to the mest of t,hc Kiarliuli village. 

Tliis site was selccted partly in orcler to include thc  water of this 
tributary which alllounts a t  its minim11111 to 1; cusecs, and partly 
because a t  that  point the bed of thc stream passed through a rocky 
forlnatioil of limestone and conglomcrato, which ensured a good 
foundntiou for the dn~u .  

The drsinagc area of the vnllcy above thc dam is about two square - 

miles, and the average slopc of thc ground ~vithin this are3 is roughly 
1 in 2. 

Tlie llcad works compris?, (a) thc dam an1  i ~ l t a l i ~ ,  ( b )  the rcservoir 
and ofttake, and (c) buildings for housing the Inen in charge. See plates 
uos. 11, 111, and IV. 

Thc dam lins a clear crest length of 75 fcet. The  height of the 
crest is 7 feet nbovc thc lo~vest point of tllc b d .  Thc foundations are 
carried 2 feet into solid rock at  the lon~cst poilit of the stream and 
steppecl up to~vards exch bank. The section of thc dam was dcsi;ncd 
strong enough to admit of its being raised 3 foet above prcscnt level if 
such a step were ercr f3;iqcl necessary to supplenicnt thc storage capa:ity 
of the rcservoir. After tlic first rains, howevcr, ib was found that tlic 
110110~ 07 the up-stream side of the daln had silted up to the crest level, 
and fro111 thc amount of detritus brought down (luring floods i t  was quite 
clear that this would happen to whatcver height thc crest of the dam 
might be raised. 

Owing to the irnmensc quantities of bouldcrs and other debris 
which pass over the dam during the rains, tliere has been in the last 
two years considerable abrasion, b3th on the crest of the dam and 
on its down-stream fnce, which has a batter of 4 in 7. The  stone 
used (dolomite) is the liardest procurable locally, but something more 
unyielding is needed to be proof against the action of this flint- 
laden torrent when in full flood. Repairs to the crest can be done 
fairly easily, but the down-stream face is difficult to  keep in repair. 
I t  would seem therefore that i t  would have been preferable to have - designed the dam with a vertical face on the down-stream side so as to 
ellable the ddbris-carrying water to fall clear of the masonry. 

The  intake consists of two channels, 3 feet wide, divided by a 
masonry wall. The sill of the intake is 2 fcet below the crest level of 
the weir. The  supply is regulated by means of planks working in 



groovee end eluicee. The  sluices are raised and lowered by s worm 
gear. The  planks admit only the clear surface water. This arrange- 
ment did not answer very well by itself the first year, and a considerable 
amount of detritus accumulated ,zb the lnouth of the flume. A masonry 
wall has now been built across the mouth of the i n t ~ k e  with an 
opening protected by an  iron grill composed of $-inch rods spaced 
Q of an  inch apart. This arrangement has now been in force two rainy 
seasone and has acted admirably. 

The  size of the reservoir was practically determined by the avail- 
able space betwcen the hill-sido and the stream. I t  is 163 feet 6 
inches long, and its breadth varies from 45 feet G inches at  the lower, 
to  27 feet 9 inches at  the upper, end. I t s  depth a t  full supply is 9 feet 
6 inches and its storsgo capacity is 38,000 cubic feet after allowing 
for 1 foot of ddbris on an average over the floor. 

An overflow for waste water, 40 feet long and G inches deep, 
has been provided in the outer wall of the upper section, and there 
are three scouring pipes of 8 inchcs diameter a t  floor level. I t  is 
nbsolutely necessary to prevent twigs, leaves, sand, and grit of any kind 
from entering the penstock chatnbers. The importance of this will be 
readily understood when i t  is noted that the nozzles, which direct the 
water to the vanes of the Pelton wheels, are only 2 inches in diameter 
while the velocity with which the water strikes the vanes is about 100 
feet a second. The  length and breadth of the reservoir reduces the 
velocity of water passing through i t  considerably and it acts as a 
settling tank in itself. The  water from i t  is drawn off a t  its lower end 
omr  regulating planks, the s u r f ~ c e  water only being allowed to pass into 
the penstock chambers. These preosutions insure the settlement of the 
heavier matter held in suspension while all floating matter is intercepted 
by strainers attached to tho penstock chambers themselves. These 
 trainers consist of flat iron bars (1 inch x a inch) placed edgewise 
f of an inch apart. 

The  necessity for a, reservoir was not recognized until April 1908 
when the work on the Hydro-Electric Scheme was well in hand, and it 
was still incomplete when, in April 1909, the pumps mere first set in 
motion. As a, temporary arrangement a ohannel 5 feet wide was made 
on the floor of the rcservoir to convey the water to the penstock 
chambers. The channel proved such a success in the dry season when 
the water was clear that i t  has bcen retained for use when the reservoir 
is being cleaned. By mcans of this expedient ib is possible to keep the 
whole plant running much longer and to reduce the time of closure to 
an hour or two, i.e. whilo the chanucl itself is baing cleaned. Whon thc 
channel is being uscd the 12-inch pipe in the outer wall of the 
reservoir is kept open and the supply of water is regulated so that i t  
does not overflow into the rescrvoir itself. I t  is found that the deposit 
of silt in the rescrvoir is small. At the end of 1910, after i t  had been in 
continuous use for nine montbs, the depth of silt was 1 b  feet st the 
upper end and 10 inches a t  the lower and the greater part of this was 
deposited in the rainy season. 

The  dam, intake, reservoir, and pcnstock chambers are a11 built of 
ooursed rutblo masonry of the best and hardcst dolomito procurable, laid 



in mortar of equal parts of kankal. lime and coarse river eand 

or bajri The iace work is squared. 
The up-stroam faces of the dam, end the interior faces and floors of 

the flumc, reservoir, and penstock chambers, are plastered with a 
mixture of 01-10 part Portland cement, 3 parts kanlni* lime, and 3 parts 
coarse river sand. The surface is rendered with neat Portland cement. 
All other exposed surfaces have been pointed with n mixture similar to 
that used in the p l ~ s t c r  work. 

Stouc ballast was used in all concrete work. 

Power p i p  The total fall in the power pipe line (plate no. V) is 092 feet. 
l ine. The working head varies between 996 and 999 feet and the static 

pressure betweon 430 and 433 lbs. per square inch, according to the 
level of the water in thc reservoir. 

The mean yelocity of water in the pipes is 3 feet per second in  the 
12-inch section when two wheels are working a t  their ordinary speed. 
The head consumcd by friction is about 25 feet. The pipe line consiets 
of two parallel lines of mild steel pipes placed 4 feet apart centre t o  
centre. The pipes are of mild steel, lapwelded, and vary in thickness 
from PG of an inch a t  the upper end to % of a n  inch at  the lower and 
according to the static pressure. The  total length of the pipe line is 
4,354 feet in three sections of different diameters. The  upper section is 
1,253 feet long and consists of two pipes of 16 inches internal diameter 
each. The pipes in this length are joined together by what is known 
as tho Albion l 1  joint, the detail; of w h c h  are shown in plate no. VI, 
figure 1. The ends of the pipes are turned up to form a flange and the 
joint is made by drawing the flanges together by means of cast steel 
loose flanges encircling the pipes. 

The middle section is 1,556 feet long and consists of two pipes each 
of 14 inches internal diameter and the lower section is 1,545 feet long 
with pipes of 12 inches internal diameter. I n  both these lower sections 
the cast steel flanges .are screwed on to the pipes, the ends of which 
are expanciecl into them by cold hammering. The screw threads 
have a tapcr of ,l-, of an inch in 1 inch to ensure tight fitting of the 
flanges. 

The flangcs are joined together with corrugated brass joint rings 
smeared ~ i t h  manganeaite jointing paste. The details of this joint are 
given in plate no. VI, figure 2. 

The receiver is shown in detail in plate no. VI I .  I t s  total length 
is 69 feet 9 inches and i t  consists of a Y piece, the branches of 
which are each 12 inches in diameter and the stem 21 inches. This 
Y piece combines into one the double pipe line. The stem of the 
Y piece consists of three lengths of 21 inches, 15  inches, and 12 inches 
in diameter, from each of which takes off a 12-inch pipe leading to the 
Pelton wheels. 

An extra T picce has been provided (with a blank flange) near the 
Y piece from n~llich a, branch pipe can be taken off to a fourth Pelton 
wheel should it ever be required. All the sections of the receiver are of 
welded steel platcs varying from of an inch to ,$ of an inch in 
thickness and the joints are the same as those described for tho middle 
and lower scctioss of the power pipe line. 



I n  ordor to prevent expansion across the Pelton wheels, the middle 
pipe of the roceivcr is provided with three " welded on " flanges aud ie 
embedded in a massive " thrust block I' of cement concrete. Thie 
precaution was talron in ordcr to prcvent any movement due to expan- 
sion or contraction which might affect the connections with the Pelton 
wheels. 

A relief valve is attached to the receiver on a 6-inch branch pipe. 
Tho object of this valve is to protect the pipes from shock due to 
# I  water-hammcr " when tho valves are closed too suddenly or when the 
nozzles get accidentally choked with foreign matter. I t  discharges into 
a masonry pit below ground level, which in turn is connected by means 
of a masonry channel, with one of the tail races under the power house 
(plate no. XI). 

Three " wash-out " or drain pipes are provided [marked (a), ( b ) ,  and 
( c )  on plate no. VII ]  one in each of the pipes immediately above 
the receiver and one in the receiver itself. They are 4 inchee in 
diameter and all three merge into one in the " drain valve" pit [marked 
(d) on plata no. VII ]  from which the water passes into the river 
below. Immediately above the Y piece there is an air valve on each 
pipe line and also a sluice valve which admits of either line being 
in service whilst the other is emptied for repairs. Each of the branch 
pipes from the receiver to the Pelton wheels has a sluice valve out- 
side tho power house and another with two byepass valves inside, 
immediately behind the nozzles. By means of the valve outside the 
water can be shut off when repairs are necessary to any of the valves 
inside the power house. When starting up a Pelton wheel the byepase 
valves which are 24 inches in diameter ere first opened. This reduces 
the pressure on the main valve which has a diameter of 12 inches and 
renders i t  easier to work. 

The pipe line was originally designed and laid as  an " above-ground 
line " throughout its entire length with a view to facilitate inspection, 
the detection of leaky joints, and their repairs. As the pipes were thus 
exposed to very large variations of temperature, particularly when 
empty, it was necessary to make careful provision against con traction 
apd expansion. Any tendency in the pipes to creep down hill was 
intensified by the steep gradients prevailing along the greater part of 
the line. The distribution of thrust blocks and expansion joints along 
the line is shown on tho working piate no. XII.  I n  the lowest section 
(B) the thrust block on tho receiver referred to above prevents expan- 
sion in the direction of the power house. Expansion on this section 
and thrust from section C are taken up by the combined expansion 
joint and thrust block no. 23. Expansion joint and thrust block no. 49 
takes up the expansion in section C and the thrust from section D, the 
expansion on which is takc11 up by two bends there being a thrust 
block a t  both ends of this section. Thrust block no. 100 takes the 
thrust in section E whilst the expansion is taken by expansion joint 
no. 153. Similarly the thrust and expansion on sections F, G, and H 
aret sken up by the expinsion joints and thrust blocks nos. 153, 193, 
238, and 265. I t  will b;, obscrved thzt in section D there is a, thrust 
block both a t  t l ~ c  upper (no. 100) and lower (no. 49) ende, t h o  



in this case being taken up by the two intermediate benda. 
expansion joint (no. 265) is also provided a t  the pipe head to take 

the expansion on section H of the line and thus protect from injury 
the end malls of the penstock chambers into which the pipe heade 
ere built. Details of a combined thrust and expansion joint are given 
in plate no. VI .  The thrust blocks are securely anchored by four 
holding down bolts, 6 feet long and 14 inches in diameter, set in 
lnassive bloclis of cement concrete. The  arrangements for expansion 
and contraction worked admirably during the first hot weather that  
the pipe line mas in use (1900), but during tho rains, which in that  
year were abnormally heavy, slips occurred a t  various parts of the line 
and a number of the pipes were badly damaged by fragments of rocke 
and boulders from the hillsides above. The  experience of this rainy 
Reason plainly indicated the necessity for covering up the pipes wherever 
the line was carried along a steep hillside, and this was accordingly done 
before the rains of 1910, with the result that  not a, single pipe was 
damaged, though the rains were practically a s  severe as  those of the 
previous year. The  method adopted for covering the pipes from the head 
works to expansion joint no. 153 above the  upper crossing of the 
stream is shown in plate no. V, figure 1. The covering material is 
laid with a sharp slope across the direction of the pipe line so that 
rocks and stones rolling down from above shoot over the line and rarely 
disturb the dry stone pitching to any appreciable extent. From 
no. 153 to no. 100 the pipes have been left uncovered as the slope of the 
hillside runs parallel t o  the pipe line and there is practically no risk of 
damage to the pipes. Wherever the  hillsides are composed of soft 
material the pipes have been covered with shale and earth to a depth 
of from 2 to 3 feet except where the pipes are raised well above ground 
on masonry pillars and are practically safe from rolling stones. 

The width of the pipe track is 8 feet. The  pipes are laid on sal 
sleepers 8 feet x 8 inches x 5 inches spaced 44 to  G feet apart as i t  was 
intended a t  first to  keep the line above ground the whole way. 

The nature af the hillsides along the pipe line varies from hard 
rock in some places to soft shale in others. 

From ohainage 2,703 to 2,974 the main stream is crossed (plate no. 
VIII). As originally constructed the pipe line was carried over the strcnm 
on a bridge. This was destroyed by an abnormally high flood on the 11th 
August 1909. I t  had a clcar span of 40 feet and consisted of masonry 
abutments and wingmalls with a superstructure composed of two trussed 
rolled steel beams 12 inchcs x 5 inches in section, placed 4 feet apart. 
The rolled beams were braced together laterally by iron tierods and snl 
sleepers 0 inches x G inches spaced 42 feet apart. The  pipes wcre laid 
on the sleepers, vertically over the rollcd steel beams and a planked 
gangway was providcd for inspcction purposes. Thc bed of the stream ia 
hcre composed of fairly hard shale which, at  the time the bridgo was 
built, cropped out above thc surface only on the left bank, being elsewhere 
overlaid by huge detached masses of limestone, rock, and cong1omerat.e 
which to all qpearances had withstood floods unmoved for generations. 
The fo~ndations of the left abutment were let into the shale, whilsh 
the  r igt~t  abutnlcnt was Qn detached rocks built in with masonry and 



concrete laid in kankar lime. The waterway of the bridge was about 
450 square feet, whilst the drainage area above the bridge was approxi- 
matel y 24 square miles. Owing to  a sharp bend in the stream the set 
of the cilrrent was towards the right bank where the pipe line crossed the 
bridge with an upward gradient of about 1 in 8. The flood topped the 
right bank and rose 3 feet higher on this rride than on the left abutment 
and scoured it out for a width of 40 feet behind the right abutment 
which, together with the wingwalls, was entirely swept away. The 
left abutmcnt was uninjured, except the upstream wingwall which was 
destroyed by a spill from o tributary nala which broke through behind 
and above the bridge. 

Thc main stream is again crossed a t  chainage 3,975 (plate no. VII1). 
The  bridge a t  this crossing was similar in design to the upper bridge 
but crossed the strcam on the level. I t  had a span of 43 feet 
and 425 square feet of waterway. The drainage area above the bridge 
was 24 square miles. From the left abutment a revetment wall was 
constructecl dong the left b ~ n k  of the stream to  a little beyond the down- 
stream end of the power house, a distance of 250 feet. At the bridge 
site the right bank is composed of hard shale rock which dips down 
abruptly in the rniddle of the bod and reappears on the left bsnk, the 
intermediate portion being composed of the usual conglomeration of 
boulders and shingle overlaying the rock. The flood topped the pipe 
line by 23 feet on the right bank and by 6 inches on the left bsnk, on 
which sidc also the floor of the power house was submerged t o  a 
depth of several inches. The bridge itself was totally destroyed, only 
portions of the foundations of the abutments being left, whilst the left 
bank revetment wall was wdshed out for a distance of 100 feet below 
the bridge. 

The  rainfall actually registered a t  Mussoorie on the night of the 
11 th August 1909 when the bridges gave way amounted to 9 inches in 
about three hours. I t  is quite probable, however, that  this was consider- 
ably exceeded in the lower half of the drainage area, as it is a well estab- 
lished fact that  the average rainfall is less a t  Mussoorie than it is on 
the lower slopes of the hills towards Rajpur. 

Flood sections of the stream were taken a t  various points a t  and 
below the two crossings immediately after the flood occurred and the 
following results were obtained :- 

(1) At the upper crossing ... . . . 1,334 square feet flood area. 
(2) At the lower crossing ... ... 1,458 ) I  

(3) At 200 feet below the lower crossing .. . 903 e n  

(4) At 500 feet below the lower crossing . . . 487 

Nos. (I), (2), and (3) give an entirely erroneous idea of the flood 
section owing to the extent to  which scour occurred a t  the points where 
they were taken, whilst no. (4) is considered to represent fairly the actual 
area of the flood, since it was taken on a fairly straight stretch of the 
stream where i t  flows through a narrow gorge 50 to 60 feet wide with 
cliffs on each side and where there had been little or no alteration in the 
bed or banks during the flood. The mean slope of the bed of the stream 
taken on measured lengths of 1,000 feet was found to be 1 in G'61 st the 
upper crossing and 1 in 7-52 a t  the lower crossing. The flood discharge 



600 feet below the lower crossing is calculated by Kutter'a for~nula to 

have been 6,6GO cusecs. 
Flood section st 600 feet below lowcr crossing. 

Area of flood section A=487 sq. St. 

Wetted perin~eter =71n89. ft. 

Hydraulic mean depth r=G.77 
7 -52  Slope of bed S= - 
1000 

N=Co-efficient of rugouity=0.035 for very rough channels. 
/l;ll+41.B - + 0'00;" 1 

=6,569 cusecs. 
The drainage area above this flood section is approximately 2; 

square miles and the discharge is equivalent to an average rainfall over 
669X6OXGOX12 
2tX 62UOX6280. 

the whole drainage area of 4.07" inches an hour. 
After the flood of August 1900 the first thing to bo done was to 

repair temporarily the break in the pipe line at  both crossings to enable 
the plant at  the power station to be re-started. Twenty-five pipes were 
carried away by the flood some of which were ncver found, whilst those 
that were recovered were lnostly so bent, twisted, and battered that  
they had to be scrapped. I t  was therefore necessary, as there were only 
a few spares in hand, to break up a portion of one of the lines in order 
to obtain pipes to complete at  least a single temporary line at  the 
crossiugs. This was successfully accomplished within a fortnight of 
the occurrence of the flood. The pipes were supported on trestles made 
of rough sal beams erected under each pipe joint. This temporary 
expedient answered its purpose till the beginning of June 1910. The 
question of safeguarding the pipe line against floods at  the crossings 
was carefully investigated on the spot in September 1910, by a 
committee of Engineers. The following proposals were fully discussed 
and considered : - 

(1). To carry the pipe line under the bed of the stream a t  both 
crossings. 



(2). T o  carry i t  over on auspension bridges of amplcspau anda t  an 
high a level as practicable above the bed. 

(3). T o  avoid the crossings altogether by carrying the pipc 11ue along 
the left bank from above the upper crossing to the power house. 

The majority of the Cornnlittee were in favour of the first proposal. 
This was also approved by the Chief Engineer to Govcrnmeut, who 
made a pcrso~lal inspection of the grouud in November, and it  was 
finally adopted. The principal objection to the second proposal was 
the difficulty in obtaining secure foundations for the piers of the 
bridges. The  third proposal was rejected partly on the score of cost, 
but mainly because, owing to the nature of the ground (a steep glacis 
of the  d 6 b t . i ~  surmounted by a high cliff) the pipe line would have had 
to be carricd for a distance of about 300 yards on the top of a heavy 
revetment wall built up from the bed of the stream on a foundation 
always liable to be scoured out by floods. The risk to which such a 
revetment wall would have been exposed will be readily understood 
from the fact that the average fall in the bed between the upper and 
lower crossings is about 1 in 4 whilst the bed itself is a mass of boulders 
and large detached masses of roclis, changing and shifting with every 
flood. I t  was absolutely necessary that  the pipe-laying in the bed 
of the stream should be completed before the rains set in ; but it  was 
hopeless to  expect delivery of the necessary pipes and bends from 
England. Under these circumstances it  was decided to utilize a further 
portion of the line which had been thrown out of use for the crossings. 
A t  the same time a sufficient number of pipes were ordered from England. 
This  work involved the bending of a considerable number of pipes on 
the  spot as well as the cutting and screwing of special lengths. 

The  method employed in bending the pipes was simple and effective 
and therefore deserves description. The  pipe was first laid in a hori- 
zontal position. One end was then clamped down by two iron collars 
and four holding down bolts to  a block of concrete sunk about 5 feet in 
the ground. Close to  this block and under the pipe was an open fire 
hearth about 2 feet deep. At  the other end of the pipe a set of shear 
legs with a differential pulley block was erected over a concrete platform 
level with the platform a t  the  other end of the pipe. Wood fuel cut 
into thin small pieces mas then piled up all round the part of the pipe 
to  be bent and a, brisk fire kept up till a dull red heat was obtained. 
The bending was then done by very gradually raising the loose end 
of the pipe by means of the differential block until the required angle 
with the horizontal was obtained. This was measured from the 
oalculated vertical height above the platform a t  the end of the pipe. The 
pipes which were 12 inches in bore and 2 of an inch thick were in this 
way successfully bent to  a maximum angle of 23"20' from the straight. 

The  original alignment of the pipe line was adhered t o  a t  the lower 
arossing, but was slightly altered a t  the upper, where it  mas moved 12 
feet into the hillside on the  right bank with the object of protecting 
the pipes as  far as practicable from the erosion caused by the set of the 
stream on that  side. 

Details of the work done a t  the  crossings are given in plate no. 
V I I I .  



The pipe trench was excavated 8 feet wide and 10 feet dcep a t  
the lowest point of the bed. The excavation was almost entirely done 

by means of a magneto exploder with blasting gelatiue ; the 
material to  be dealt with being compact shalc and large boulders. 
I n  b r ~ : ~ l ~ i ~ g  up large bouldcrs the  best results were obtained by 
using a singlo p l a t ine  cartridge with water tamping. Wheu tlie bore 
hole mas propcrly placcd, this gcncrally split the boulder into a number 
of pieces without scattering the fragments. The  stream during con- 
struction was carried over the trenches in shoots G feet wide and 1 foot 
deep, made of c l~ i l -  planking. I n  order to reduce percolation into the 
trenches as  far as possible the upper ends of the shoots were placed 
some little distance above thc  crossings a t  places where compact shale 
cropped out and rendered the bed impervious to water. On the down- 
stream sideof the trenches thc  shoots had to be carried to points 
where the bed level was lower than the bottom of the trenches. At the 
upper crossing, the cutting being allnost entirely in hard shale, no 
difficulty was expericnced in keeping the trench frec of water and a 
3-inch bilge pump worked by hand was found sufficient for thispurpose. 
At the lower crossing, however, the bed being of more porous material a 
3-inch and a 4-inch bilge hand pump had to be kept going night end 
day. 

The  trench 6lling (plate no. V I I I ,  figure 1) up to  1 foot above 
the tops of the  pipes was laid in concrete composed of 100 parts 
by measurement of stone ballast broken to 13-inch gauge, 12 parts 
Portland cement and 24 parts coarse river sand. The  same material 
was used for a width of 2 feet on the down-stream face of the trench n p  
to the stone flooring which was made of squared and dressed (locally 
quarried) stone laid in mortar composed of one part cement and two 
parts rivcr sand and flush pointed with pure cement. The rcmainder of 
the trench filling below floor level was done with concrete composed of 
100 parts stone ballast, 18 parts kankar lime and 18 parts river sand. 
The portion of the trench above the floors was filled in and dressed off 
to the bed line with boulders, shingle and b a j ~ i .  At the upper crossing 
e wall was built across the trench on the right bank to guard against 
the stream breaking through at  this point during floods, whilst a t  the 
lower crossing the flooring and concrete terminated a t  the new retaining 
wall constructed along the left bank to replace the one destroyed by the 
flood of 1909. 

Since the alteration carried out,in 1909-10 the power pipe line has caus- 
ed no serious trouble but experience has shown that i t  would have been 
better to have run the pipes to the power house by different routes. Had 
this been done there would have been much less danger of a landslip carry- 
ing away both pipes a t  the same time. Another point which is open to 
criticism is the merging of both lincs into one a t  the Y piece ; it would 

have been better to continue the pipes right on. As matters stand a t  
present in the event of a breakdown to either of the main sluice valves 
above the Y piece the plant must be shut down to effec;t repairs. 
Wheu the plant had been in operation for a few months i t  was 
discovered that therc was a rather heavy deposit of scale forming on 
fbe inside of the pipes and it was feared that if this went on increasing 



eerioue trouble mould bo experienced. Fortunately this has not hap- 
~ e n e d .  During the annual overhauling of the pipe line valves it mas 
found that  there was noincrease in the deposit in the pipes betnrcen the 
years 1911 and 1912 and what deposit there was, was very soft and quite 
easy to remove. The only trouble experienced with this deposit is that 
i t  silts up in the sluice valve seats and prevents the sluice from getting 
home. Trouble has been experienced with the byepass valves. These 
were made of cast steel and every one of the six bycpass valves in the 
engine room has had to be changed due to holes developing in the ~ a l v e  
seat bottoms. The brass byepass valves on the main valves outside the 
power house have given no trouble at  all, which proves that brass for 
this size of valve is the most satisfactory. 

The generating station (plate no. IX) is situated on the left bank pow,, ,tation. 
of the Bhatta stream about 74 miles by road from Mussoorie and 
is connected with the Rajpur-hlussoorie cart-road by a service road 2Q 
miles loqg and 10 feet wide, having gradient of 1 in 10. 

The station comprises the following buildings :- 
(1) Power house. 
(2) Workshops. 
(3) Superintendent's quarters.; 
(4) Quarters for the native subordinate staff. 
The  power house (plates nos. X and XI), which contains three sets 

of Pelton wheels and generators, measures 70 feet x 30 feet inside 
and has an annexe measuring 22 feet x 10 feet for the accommodation 
of the switch board apparatus, &c. As regards material and workman- 
ship the power house is of the type usually adopted for the better class 
of public buildings in the Dehra, Dun district, being constructed of a 
combination of rubble masonry and brickwork, laid in mortar, composed 
of 1 part stone lime and 2 parts river sand. Owing to the difficulty of 
obtaining a good bond with the stone locally procureble, bands of 
brickwork are given in this class of work at  intervals of about 3 feet in 
the height of the walls, whilst the jambs of thedoors, windows, and other 
openings, as well as  all arch work, are also constructed of brickwork. 

The roofing is of galvanized corrugated iron 22/B.R7.G. laid 
on purlins of angle steel and supported on mild steel trusses. The 
flooring is of ordinary terracing finished off with a layer of cement con- 
crete 13 inclies thick. The walls arc lime-plastered inside and pointed 
outside. The doors and windows are of deodar wood hung on frames of 
mild steel angles. 

The foundations for the Pelton wheels and alternators are con- 
structed of Portland cement concrete which is laid and rammed in 
wooden boxes of the exact size and shape required. 

The tail races leading from the Pelton whcels to the stresm are 
constructed of brickwork laid in kankar limo with a backing and footing 
of ordinary concrete in stone lime. The exposed faces of the tail races 
and of the Pelton wheel chambers are plastered with Portland cement. 
The relief valve pit and channel are of similar construction to the tail 
races. 

A 6-ton travelling crane runs on rails laid on a brick corbel at  a 
hcight of 15 feet above floor level. 



The workshop (plate no. X) comprises a, machine room 30 feet 
x 20 feet, a smithy 20 feet X 11 feet, end a store room 20 feet 
x 10 feet, and is of similar construction to the power house. The 
machine room is furnished with a double-geared surfacing and screw- 
cutting lathe, a pillar drilling machine, m screwing machine, a hack-saw 
end a grindstone, all of which are driven by a 6 B. H. P. motor provided 
with the necessary shafting, pulleys, and reduction gear. The smithy 
contains two Caledonian hearths with a blowing fan driven by a small 1 
B. H. P. Squirrel cage Induction motor. 

Transformer Twelve transformer stationa hove been constructed a t  various 
etntions. points on the high tension lines between Barlowganj on the south and 

Herne Hill on thenorth, for the distribution of current a t  low voltage over 
the areas they are intended to serve. The positions of these stations 
are indicated on plate no. I. I n  the original design (plate no. XXV) 
provision was made for a transformer room 12 feet x 11 feet in which 
there mas ample space for a second transformer if found necessary in 
the future, and a tower G feet x G feet (inside measurement) for the 
apparatus connected with the high and low tension lines. Subsequent- 
ly, however, these dimensions were reduced on the score of economy 
(plate no. XXV). 

Only one station, vix. that at Dunseverick, was built entirely 
in accordance with the original design, it having been practically 
conlpleted before a revised plan was ordered. The station a t  the 
Happy Valley (which was also in hand at  that time) and the 
one on the Convent estate mere constructed on the original plan 
except the upper part of the tower which mas built according to 
a re-iised plan (plate no. XXVI, part 1). Details of the nine stations 
constructed on the revised plan and as finally remodelled are given on 
plete no. XXVI, part 2. The accommodation in the revised design 
\!-as found to be rather cramped, both in the ton7er and the transformer 
room, and the inside dimensions given in the original design are con- 
sidered to be the irreducible minimum perinissible for convenient 
working. Owing to two accidents from electric shock during the first 
year of norking, it was considered necessary to fence in the transformer 
stations to prevent umutborized persons from gaining access to the 
building. 



CHAPTER 111. 
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION. 

SECTION NO. I.-POWER STATION. 
THE generating plant consists of three units with an output of 

150 kilowatts each. These were supplied according to the specification 
drawn up by the Municipal Electrical Engineer in 1905. 

This specification was as follows :- 
1. The number of water motors required is three. They most be of approved 

Rater motors. design suitable for direct coupling to three-phase alternators, and be complete with 
all fittings and mountings together with suitable governors as hereinafter specified. 

2. The total head of water is 1,023 feet with a minimum discharge of 7.7 cusecs 
or 462 cubic feet per minute. This will be conveyed to the motors in two steel pipes 
16 inches, 14 inches and 12 inches internal diameter; each diameter of equal length 
making a total length of 9,860 feet for the two pipes. The pipes will be used either 
together or singly. 

3. The motor3 to be of 275 B. H. P. each and to work a t  a normal speed of 500 
revolutions per minute. They will be direct coupled to three-phase alternators of 150 
kilowatts each with exciters on the same shaft. The extra power is to meet any 
overload. 

4. The maximum load, for the present, is represented by two sets (300 K. W.) 
and the third forming a stand-by. 

5. The motors to be of the enclosed type mith casings of steel plates made 
perfectly water-tight, and provided mith suitable glands to prevent leakage along the 
shaft. 

6. The shaft to be of ample strength for the power to be developed, running in 
extra long bearings with ring lubrication, and to be fitted with half flexible coupling. 

7. Each motor to be provided mith a steel or wst  iron underframe extended on 
one side to receive the generator. 

8. The inlet to each motor to be fitted with an extra heavy sluice valve with- 
flange for connecting tu branch of the pipe line. 

9. Tenderers must include all necessary fittings, such as pressure gauges, gate 
valves, entrance tapers, &c., also relief valves capable of maintaining the pressure in 
the pipe liue within limits. A list of these with detailed prices and a complete list 
of spares should be sent. 

10. The commercial efficiency of the moton should be filled in, in the annexed 
table. 

GUARANTEED EFFICIENCLES. 

I Pull M. I 3 loaa. 1 + load. 

Watez motors, 275 B. H P. 

1. Each motor to be provided with an automatic, quick-acting sensitive Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
hydraulic governor providing constant speed for all loads, and suitable for a three- 
phase lighting and power transmission plant working a t  50 cycles and a t  a pressure 
of 6,600 volts. Special means to be provided to prevent hunting " or over-running. 
They should be fitted with an equalising device for automatically dividing the load 
between two or more generators, and so arranged that the speed regulation of all 
governors can 'be effected from one central position on the sritch board to ailnplify 



the prnlltlling of the generators. The governors m11st be fully described and 
explained by drawings showing method of fixing, driving, and action of regulation. 
Tendercrs must state tho percentage of speed variation in thc annexed table :- 

to norrual. 

1. hstantaneous chougc from full to no load ... ... I 
a. 59 "/.hsnge in the load ., ., , ... ... 1 I 
4. Ordinary gradual chnnge ... ... ... 1 I 

Alternators. 1. Alternators to be three in number, each being arranged to stand on the same 
bed-plate 89 the water motor driving it, and to be provided with two long bearings 
of the ring oiling type and extended shaft with half flexible coupling. 

2. Each alternator to be capable of an output of 150 kilowatts a t  an E.M.F. of 
6,630 volts a t  the terminals when running a t  500 revolutions per minute. The 
E.M.F. curve3 to have as nearly aa possible a true sine form. The three currents to 
differ in phase by 120 degrees. 

3. Alternators t,o work with a periodicity not exceeding 50  complete alternations 
per second, and they must be SO constructed that they will work continuously in  
prallel with each other a t  all outputs and under all ordinary conditions. 

4. They must be of the revolving field type with station2ry armatures. The 
latter to be slotted with two slots per pole per phase. The windings to be star 
connected with the neutral point earthed a t  the power house. 

5. The field magnets are  to be so wound that the generators mill give their 
maximum output at the correct speed whcn supplied with an exci~ing current a t  an 
E.M.F. of 110 volts ; and the total electrical energy absorbed in exclting the fields of 
each alternator, when running under full load conditions, must not exceed 4 
kilowatts. 

6. Alternators to be alike in  every respect, and all parts to  be strictly inter- 
Aangeable. Particular attention is to be given in the design of the machines to the 
accessibility of the various parts for examination, cleaning, ready renewal and repair 
or adjustment ; to the strength and stiffness of the shaft and the mechanical connection 
of the rotating parts thereto; and, generally, to the mechanical construction and 
solidity of the whole combination. 

7. Conductors to be of high conductjvity copper throughout, having a conducti- 
vity of not less than 99 per cent. of Mattiesson's standard for pure copper. They 
must be well insulated and coated with non-conducting varnish unaffected by oil or 
water. The windings to be spaced equidistantly around the interior circumference. 

8. The inherent regulation must not exceed 5 per cent. of normal between no 
load and the rated full load on non-inductive load under condifitills- of trnstmt-sped 
and excitation, and not greater than 18  per cent. on an inductive load with a power 
factor of 0 80. 

9. High tension brushes and terminals are  to be securely enclosed in boxes with_ 
glass sides, or protected in some other approved manner. 

10. The insulation of the armature windings must be tested at  twice the normal 
pressure applied between the conductor and the framework. The insulation resist- 
ance after a continuous run of 6 hours to be stated. 

11. After 10 houps' continuous run on full load the temperature of no part of 
the alternator measured thermometrically should exceed 70 degrees F, or 40 d e g r e e  
C. above that of the surrounding air with normal conditions of ventilation 



12. The commercial eficienciee of the alternalom sho~ild be filled in, in the annexed 
table. 

13. Tenderers must include a complete list OF all spare park to be supplied with 
each machine with detailed prices. 

14. Descriptive plans must be sent mith the tender showing full details m d  
dinlensions as well as plans of the foundalions, &c., required. 

15. Each alternator to carry in a conspicuous position a name plate giving 
ouiput in kilowalts, volts, amperes, revolutions per minute, frequency and full load 
excitation. 

1. Esciters to be three in number, each mounted on the same shaft M the ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
alternator i t  has to serve. They must be of the same pattern with all park strictly 
interchangeable. 

2. They are to be compound wound giving a n  E.M.F. of 110 volte and an out- 
put of 4 kilowatts. 

3. The brushes to be of carbon, easily accessible for adjustment and renewale. 
Brush-holders to be provided in duplicate. 

4. Each exciter to be provided with shunt resistance having at  least 40 contacts, 
and a suitable regulating resistance in the exciting circuit of the generator must also 
be furnished. 

5. A complete set of spares for each machine should be included in the tender 
with full details and prices. 

1. The main switch board to consist of seven marble panels, polished in front blain snitoh 
end bevelled on the edgas. The slabs to be at  least 2 inches thick, securely fixed into board. 
the walls allowing a clear space of a t  least ten feet between the back of the panels 
and the wall. The whole to-be of approved design, neat and strong. 

2. The general arrangement of the switch board to be as follows :- 

(a) Three generator panels, each fitted with- 
3 Ammeters with trensformers, one on each phase. 
1 Voltmeter with transformer. 
1 Watt-hour meter with transformer. 
1 Triple pole high tension switch. 
1 Synchronizing socket end plug. 
1 Doublo polo. single throw field switch. 
1 Fiold Rheostat. 
1 Exciter Field Rheostat. 
1 Exciter ammeter. 

( I )  One synchronizing panel, fitted with- 
A suitable syuchronizing dcsice clearly visible from the generator panels and provided 

with s synchronizing transformer, voltmeter, lamps and phase kdicator. 

-. 

Over load. I I Full load, 

Three-phm altcrnator 150 I<. W. i 

(c) Two feeder panels, each fitted with- 

1 Ammeter with tmnsformer. 
1 Watt-hour meter mith tmnsformer. 
1 Triple pole high tension switch with h a s .  
3 Lightning arresters with earth-plate. 

lond -- 

( d )  One station panel, fitted with- 

t load. 

1 Triplo pole high tension switch with fuses. 
2 ,, ,, low ,, ,, ,, ,, (one for station lighting and one for the 

workshops). 
9 Ammeters mading np to 40 amperes. 
1 Voltmeter ,, ., ,, 450 volts. 



3. The bus bnrs to consist of coppcr strip of such section that a current density 
of 800 amperes per square inch is not exceeded. They are  to bc carriecl on suitably 
insulated supports and run tho whole length of Ihe board. They must be so arranged 
that if necessary their section can be increased a t  a future date. Bus bars to be 
provided with a voltmeter. 

4. The field regulating swibches are  to be placed in front of the switch board 
directly opposite the panel of the alternator whose fields they regulate. 

5. The whole of the instruments, switches, fuses and terminals must be designed 
and arranged so as to reduce the risk of contact wilh high tension metal-worlc to a 
minimum and the general design of the board must be suchas to render all h i ~ h  tension 
h r e  meial-work practically inaccessible under all worliing conditions. Arrangements 
to be provided whereby the filtings and the bus bnrs may be examined and repairs 
made with ease and safety. 

6. Watt-hour meters to be of approved design and make, of non-inductive type. 
They must register the real energy passing through them when placed on an inductive 
circuit, and be accurate to within 2& per cent. over their whole range. 

7. AII instrument transformers a re  to be in water-tight cast iron cases, and all 
connections must be so arrnnged that the transformers can be  readily changed in 
the event of a n  accident. 

8. One voltmeter to be provided for the exciters with plugs in the panels for 
connection thereto. 

9. The switch board to be surmounted by a pediment with a non-magnetic clock, 
And each panel to be ~ r o v i d e d  with lamp brackets complete with fittings, &c. 

10. Tenderers must include all connecting up of machines and feeders, &c., ready 
for work. 

The above specifications were issued and tenders received from 
most of the leading electrical contractors. The Board, advised by the 
Electrical Adviser to Government, accepted the tender of * 8 8 * * 8 

of Edinburgh. 

The water motors are of the Pelton type, and were made by * * 
* * * * of London. These motors although rated as 275 B. H. P. 
are capable of developing 300 H. P., if required. The wheels are 56 
inches in diameter, made of solid wrought steel, turned and truly balanced. 
The weight of each wheel is approximately 35 cwt. and the speed 500 
revolutions per minute. The buckets are made of phosphor bronze 
and fixed to the disc by means of countersunk headed set screws. The 
shaft is of mild steel Gb inches in diameter in the body and 5 3  inches in 
diameter in the journals, of which there are two, 15 inches long. On 
one end of the shaft a half coupling is fitted. Plate no. XXVII  
and shows 'the genera1 arrangement of the water motor in full detail. 

The bearings are of white metal, self-oiling with ring lubrication, 
fitted in pedestals bolted to the cast iron bed-plate. 

The casing is semi-circular, constructed of steel plate and angle 
iron, and screwed to the bed-plate by means of studs and nuts. A 
rubber joint is inserted between the casing and the bed-plate. Where 
the shaft passes through the casing a special gland is fitted to prevent 
the escape of the water. On the top of the casing a tachometer is 
fixed. This is drircn by means of pulleys and belting from the main 
shaft. 
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Tho nozzles originally eupplied with the plant were of the pattern NOZIICI. 
shown in plate no. XXIX. Them were of the dcflccting type and as tho 
governing (lid not prove satisfactory they were subsequently removed and 
nozzles of thc type shown in plate no. XXIX wcre fittcd. These are also 
of the deflccting type. The new nozzles consist of a steel disc with a 
circular orifice in the middle. A cap of the same metal is fixed to a 
lug cast on the disc, in the method shown in plate no. XXIX. The cap 
is operated by links and spindles and is attached to the governor terminal 
shaft, from which motion is transmitted to the nozzle by means of a 
pinion and rack. When the speed of the motor increases from a 
sudden decrease in the load the mechanism of the governor comes 
into action, deflects the nozzle cap, and causes the jet of waLer to 
shoot past the bottom bucket of the wheel. The motor at once slows 
up and the nozzle cap is again brought back to its normal position by 
action of the governor. 

The governors for the water motors were made by * * * * * Governors. 
of Ashland, Mass., United States, America. Photo no. I shows the 
general appearance of the governor, which is of the above firm's " R I' 
type and is fitted with a distant electric speed controller. A detailed 
description of this governor is given in Appendix 73. 

The alternators (see plate no. XXVIII) were made by " " * * " Alternators. 

of Edinburgh, and are of their standard three-phase type with fixed 
armature and revolving field. Each machine is capable of developing 
150 kilowatts a t  6,600 volts, 500 R. P. M., 50 cycles. The alternators 
are mounted on a cast iron bed-plate of heavy section, with two 
bearings of the pedestal type. These are also made of cast iron, 
fitted with white metal bushes of ample length and lubricated by 
means of oil rings. 

The armature core is built up of charcoal iron sheet stampings 
assembled in a cast iron stator frame. The stampings are made in 
such a way as to form semi-closed tunnels, in which coils of the former- 
wound type are placed. These slots are insulated by means of mica 
tubes. I n  order to make the armature portable, the case is split into 
two sections. Sufficient spare coils were supplied to rewind three 
phases. 

The field magnets are of steel, bolted to the centre hub by means 
of fitted studs, steady pins, and spring washers. 

The shaft is of mild steel 6 inches in diameter. On it are secured 
two phosphor bronze slip riugs provided with adjustable brush holders. 
The shaft is extended beyond the bearings a t  both ends to allow of the 
exciter armature and half couplings being fitted. - - 

The exciters are compound wouncl four pole and have an output Exciters. 
of 52 amperes, 110 volts a t  500 R. P. M. The steel case is cast 
in one piece and mounted on an extension of the alternator bed-plate. 
The a~matu re  is carried on an extension of the magnet wheel shaft 
on which i t  is pressed. Each exciter has four sets of brush spindles 
fitted with double sets of radial type brush holders and carbon brushes. 

The switch board, which stands in a recess in the power ~ ta t ion ,  Switch board 

consists of the panels, switches and instruments as  detailed in the 
specification. I t  is so arranged that none of the high tension gear 



can be touched or come into coiltact with the control panels. The 
high tensio~i main and feeder switches are operatcd by means of iron 
levers. All instrument transformers, oil switches, &c., aro screened 
in with expanded metal. The genoral appearance of thc switch board 
is shown in photo. no. 11. Plate no. XXXI shows the diagram of con- 
nectious. The mires oonnecting tho machines to the switch board run 
underncath the power statiou floor in 3-inch eartheutvaro ducts. The  
main exciter wires are 19/16 S. W. G. The wires to tho shunt  
regulator ere 3/18 S. W. G., whilst the wires from the alternators t o  
the switch board aro 3-cored, E. H. T., lead covcred, paper insulated 
7/1G S. W. G. cable. Trifurcating boxes filled with bitumen are used 
to  join up this high tension cable to the machines and switch boards. 

Lightniug The lightning arresters a t  the power station are similar to those 
arresters. described in Section I11 of this chapter, with the exception that  

in the case of the power station arresters they have t h e  original horn 
type arresters in parallel with them. 

Leading out As will be seen from the switch board diagram of connections, after 
the wires leave the feeder switches they pass through a, set of 
choking coils, and thence through the power station walls. For this 
purpose 12-inch earthenware pipes are utilized, and glazed, in the 

- same manner as  in the sub-stations. 
STATION LIGHTING. 

The power station, workshops, living quarters and roads are 
lighted and the workshops machinery driven by electricity a t  220 ~ o l t s  
for lighting and 380 volts for power. The pressure is reduced to  380 
from the line voltage (6,600) by a 5-kilowatt transformer similar to 
those described in Gection I11 of this chapter. The  high tension 
switch for controlling this transformer is operated from the main 
switch board. At the foot of this local panel is also placed two three-pole 
quick break switches, one for the workshop machinery and the  other 
for the lighting. 

GENERAL NOTES. 

' The machinery a t  the power station has now been in operation 
for over three years and the following notes may be of interest. 

Nozzles. The new type of nozzle of the Pelton wheel did not prove a 
success at  first. I t  was inetlicient (see plate no. XXIX.) When the 
new nozzles were first fitted, themachines only gave 75 per cent. of their 
output. To get over this difficulty the holes in the nozzles wcre bored out 
from their original size, 1i to 2,16 inches in diameter, which allowed the 
machine to take 50 per cent. overload. From tests made i t  is found that  
one machine on full load fitted with this new type of nozzle uses 3'6 
ousecs. The nozzle is operated from the governor as  shown in plate 
no. XXX by means of a rack and pinion. The spindle on which the rack 
has been fixed is much too light ; consequently, unless very careful 
attention is given to the lubrication of the 'working parts which are sub- 
jected to thc action of the water, this spindle promptly " corkscrews, " 
and renders the governor useless. It is impossiblo to put in a heavier 
spindle due to the lack of metal on the boss of the rack, so to get 
over 'this trouble new racks are being mode in the workshops with more 
metal on the boss which will allow of a stronger spindle being fitted. 



I t  wls  originzlly intended to htve nozzles of the spe3r type sup- 
plied. Thcso would, of course, have besn more economic11 but not eo 
safe as  the deflecting type. 

A mist~kem.ts micis in the construction of the Pelton wheels in that (:.19ilIg rile 
no door was fitted to the casing for the purpose of inspecting and P c I t 9 n  

lubricxting the nozzle deflecting gcar. This is a most important point, 
for as  alreldy stated the working parts of the gear exposed to the action 
of the water require good lubrication. As a temporary measure and 
until such time as doors can be fitted, automatic lubricators have been 
utilized. This has improved matters considerably. 

The 5-kilowatt transformer for the lighting of tha station and Local trnna- 

workshops is placed behind the expanded metal screens which protect forrncr. 

the high tension switch gear. This transformer should have been 
placed in an entirely separate compartment for this reason. When the 
transforlner burns out, repairs cmnot be effected without shutting down 
the entire plant. Unfortunately this transformer burns out very fre- 
quently as it is rathcr small for the work it has to do and also has to 
deal with current a t  (3,600 volts instead of 6,300 volts as it was designed 
for. The same applies to this transformer high tension fuses, which 
ere also placed in such a way that i t  is impossible to get a t  them with 
current 011. 

The machinery in the workshops is good, what thero is of it, but it Workshops. 
is not sufficient to deal with the various break-downs that frequently 
happen 0 x 1  a scheme of this description, which is far removed from the 
usual engineering facilities. For instance hod there been a few good 
machine tools available during the break-downs at the pumping station 
referred to in Section V of this chapter, repairs could have been 
carried out much quicker and better than they were. This matter has 
been put before the Board very strongly with the result that a shaping 
machine end drilling machine will be installed by the end of 1912. 

Up to the present the generators have not been run in parallel, Runping the  
except in paralleling tests. The load in the season is now too heavy for generators. 

one machine between the hours of 7 p.m., and 9 p.m., hence it is neces- 
sary to run two machines. To do this, the high tension line is cut 
a t  a point which gives an equal load on both lines, thus each line has a 
separate machine to feed it. The station has been fed on this systeln 
throughout the eeason of 1912, and it has proved most satisfactory. 

SECTTON NO. 11-HIGH TENSION LINES. 
These issue from the power station in two complete and indepcnd- 

ent sets and run together on the same poles for just over one mile, i. e. 
to  a point immediately above the head works. Thence the lines diverge, 
one running to Mussoorie by the east and the other by the west, as 
shown in plate no. XXXIV on which the distances end sub-ststions are 
marked. The total length of the high tension lines is approximltely 
11 milcs. There are 4G2 spans, the average length of which is 120 feet. 
These high tension lines for111 what is known as a "ring system " 
of distribution. In a11 except two sub-stations-on branch lines-the 



pass through air-break isolating switches, SO that  i t  is possible to 
isolate one section of the line without interrupting the supply to any of 
the receiving stations. 

The whole of the alignment was surveyed and laid out with a theo- 
dolite. The system adopted was to sclect two points between which 
the lines must run ; then to travel over the ground between these two 
points, several times, until the best ahgunlent had becn roughly 
selected. This line was shown to the mate in charge of the  survey 
ooolies and the jungle clearing commenced. When this was done 
the line was again surveyed and set out as straight as possible, all 
angles being carefully measured. The  average span was kept a t  
120 feet in order to adhere to the Indian Electricity Act. The  
line was then erected as explained in full detail in Appendix C. 

As few joints as possible have been put in and these are all of 
the McIntyre type. This joint consists of a double tube of soft copper 
about 8inches long into which the ends of the wire to be joined are pushed. 
The tips of the wire are bent over the ends of the tube and afterward8 
twisted up with two pairs of pliers and the whole joint thoroughly 
soldered. The strength of this joint is from 70 to 75 per cent. of the 
wire and i t  has a very good conductivity. All joints are so made as to be 
within 2 feet of an insulator when the mains are strained up. 

The high tension lines are protected from lightning by means of a 
barbed wire secured as shown in  plate no. XXXV by means of 2-inch 
staples driven into the pole top. This barbed wire is connected to earth 
a t  every pole by means of several turns of wire buried in the ground. 
At every twentieth pole a galvanized plate 3 feet square and one-eighth 
of an inch thick, towhich the earth wire is attached, is buried 5 feet deep 
in the ground with a layer of charcoal one foot thick above and below the 
plate. Whenever possible the earth wire is carried to a stream.and 
attached to an earth plate as described above which is buried in the bed of 
the stream. The erection of this barbed wire was a difficult matter and 
required great attention owing to the kinks and irregularities in it .  
Before securing this wire to the poles i t  was stretched with a dynamo- 
meter t o  remove the kinks referred to. 

The next step after the fixing of the barbed wire was the erection 
of the guard nets. The type of guard net used is shown in plate 
no. XXXVI and was constructed in the following manner. The guard 
net bracl;ets were fixed on supports similar to the standard type 
projecting 5 feet above the ground. At a distance of 150 feet another 
bracket was fixed in a similar fashion and between the two brackets 
the six longitudinal wires mere stretched at  a tension of 180 lb. 
I n  order to save wastage the wires were not cut, each wire being taken 
from a separate coil which was left lying a t  one end of the net. The 
wire at  the "coil" end was secured by small iron clamps. The binders 
mere fixed in the ordinary way commencing a t  one end. The first 
being fixed a t  a distance of about 4 feet away from the bracket to 
give sufficient wire to spare when the guard net was finally erected on 
the lines. The  binders mere spaced every 2 feet. wooden distance 
pieces were used to keep the stretchers a t  the proper distance apart; 
while the binders were being fixed. As the guard nets were made before 
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the line wbs ready to receive them on each one was fixed e label, 
showing the crossing i t  was intended for. For transport, the guard nets 
were coilcd into a bundle about 3 or 4 feet in diameter. A pole 
was passed through tho ccntre and the net carried to its destination on 
thc shoulders of two coolies. 

At all angle posts, struts or stays are fixed, sometimes both, 
according to the nature of the ground. The struts used are ordinary 
line poles suitably cut and fixed to the pole by means of a $-inch 
galvanized iron bolt with square washers. A hole is dug in the required 
direction and the strut fixed against a foundation of stones well 
rammed into the hole. 

The stays ere composed of 7/16 B.W.G. galvanized iron wire. 
Two lengths of this wire are twisted together and are fastened a t  the 
pole (a )  just above the top cross-arm and ( B )  just below the bottom 
cross-arm. The other end is attached to a galvanized iron stay bolt 
fitted with a bow and anchor plate as shown in plate no. XXXVI. 

The anchor plate is buried in the ground a t  a depth of from 3 
to 5 feet according to the nature of the ground. 

A telephone is installed in each of the following buildings :- 

(1) Power house. 
(2) Pump ,, 
(3) Office. 
(4) Electrical Engineer's quarters. 
(5) Head works. 
(6) Sub-stations. 

The instruments are of a type suitable for use in the neighbourhood 
of high tension lines. The receiver, transmitter and generator are 
specially insulated so as to avoid danger in case of contact between the 
telephone lines and the high tension conductors. Each instrument 
is fitted with fuses and surge dischargers. Under every instrument is 
placed an  insulated platform. At the power house and pump house the 
telephone is placed in a separate building in order to avoid as far as 
possible the noise of the machinery. Extension bells are also fitted to 
these telephones and are placed in the houses of the men in charge 
of the various sections. 

The telephone lines consist of two wires of no. 16 S.W.G., H.D.C., 
and are carried on the high tension poles by means of swan necks and 
insulators, to which the wire is bound with no. 18 S.W.G., H.D.C., the 
wires being transposed a t  every pole. I n  order to erect and use these 
telephones a seven years' licence was obtained from the Indian Telegraph 
department. 

The high tension line and shackle insulators were supplied to 
the following specification :- 

(1) Number required=3,000 and to be suitable for a 6,600 volt circuit. 
(2) Insulators to be perfectly free from cracks, bubbles or pits, flaws and other 

defects likely to impair their htrt ugth, or in which moisture can lodge. 
If of porcelain the glaze should cover all the outer surfaceu and be 
absolutely non-absorbent. 

(3) Insulators should be subjected to the wet arcing test to determine the 
potential which will are over them. A stream of water from a sprinkler 
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nozzle under a presure of a t  lemt 50. Ib. per sqrlare inch should be 
played on the insulator a t  an angle of 30 dcbgrees. This will bo some- 
what silllilnr to the condit,ions which exist in a rain and wind storm. 

TIle insula(ors shoultl not arc over from the wire to the   in a t  less than 
10,000 volts. 

(4) Insnlntors to be provided with straight three-fourths of an inch galvanized 
bracket bolts completo with n u b  and washers. 

(5) Tentlorerv nl~rst specify the types of insulators offered and send tlrawinga 
with full particulars as to insulation, resistance, maker's name, &c. 

Insulators to the abovo specification, and of which full details are 
&own in plate no. XXXVI were supplied by a, well-ltnown English 
firm of insulator makers. These insulators had three petticoats and a 

recessed ring forming a neck about 1 inch from the top, also s semi- 
circular slot across the top. As will be seen from plate no. XXXVI 
they were supported on three-fourths of a n  inch galvanized iron pins 
which were screwed into the insulstors and provided with a felt 
washer to take up any irregularities of the porcelain and to enable the 
bolt to be screwed home. When in position on the cross-arm there was 
a distance of 12 inches between the lowest part of the insulator and the 
cross-a.rm and a similar distance between the outside edge of the 
outermost petticoat and the iron pin. 

These insulators were mostly erected during the year 1908 but did 
not come into regular use until May 1909, when current was switched 
on the lines for the first time. During and aflier the monsoon of that  
yeax twelve insulators broke down. During the year 1910 the insulators 
broke down in such numbers that hardly a day passed without the supply 
failing. The following list will show the serious nature of the trouble :- 

I n s u l a t o ~  failures. 
From September 1909 to May 1910 ... ... 21 
May 1910 ... . . .  ... ... 13 
Juno ., ... ... . , . ... 77 
July ,, . . .  . . .  ... ... 33 
August ,, . . .  . , .  . . .  . . .  185 
Sep:elilber ,, . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  27 
November ,, . . .  ... . . .  . . .  31 

... Decen1l)er ,, . . .  . . .  . . .  37 
January 1911 . . .  . , . . . .  . . .  15 
March ,, . . .  . . .  . , .  . . .  41 
June ,, . . .  . . .  . . . . . .  2 

The biggest daily record was on August 21st, 1910, when fifty-four 
insulators broke down. Photo no. V I I  shows a few typical examples 
of insulator break-downs. 

When the insulators began to fail in 1909 the matter was considered 
by the Electrical Inspector and the Sanitary Engineer to Government. 
Their report was as  follows :- 

" Insulators.-We examined several of the line insulators which have broken 

down electrically during the last rains. The failure in our opinion is due to the 
insulator not being altogether suitable for Indian monsoon comdilions. The bolt is 
screw*d into the insulator and is provided with a felt washer to take up any 

irregularities of the porcelain and enable the bolt to be screwed home. The insulators 
are ~rovided with a rough screw thread to receive the bolt. This screw thread is 
unglazed as it  would be well nigh ilnpossible to glaze it. What we think takes Dlace 
is that the felt mavher becomes soaked with water and the unglazed screw threads of 
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tlie insulator absorb the water until the whole of the top of the imulator ,lnder the 
glazing is a semi-conductor at  nearly earth potential, since the ples ,  when soakd, map 

be tnlten as fairly good ronductors. The insulating quality of the insulator in th14 
stste depends on the oubide glazing which, if perfect, may stand the strain, bllt if 
imperfect in the slightest degree will brmk down anrl the top is then snappd off the 

ins~~littor by the current as it pmses from the wire to the bolt. Fortunately only a 
few of the insulators have failed in this way, and theqe have been in place9 where the 
bolt of the insulator has been at  earth potential (i.e. where insulators have been used 
on an iron bracket which has been well earthed); we think that very considerable 
trouble would have been experienced with this type of insulators had they been llsed 
with iron poles, and it  would be well to change the type of insulator when buying a 
fresh lot. The felt washer used with bolts in our opinion ie not a good practice for 
India. I t  would have been better if the bolts had been cemented solid into the 
insulators, as this would protect the unglazed screw of the insulator from moisture 
instead of providing moisture for this part to absorb as the felt washer seems to do. 
We suggest that where these insulators are fitted on iron bracketa or fixed on to the 
walls of buildings, the bolts be cemented in with a good cement, say litharge and 
glycerine or gelatine and acetic acid and felt washers be done away with. 

" When purchasing new insulators a different type ought to be obtained. We 
think that an insulator with a much wider ' shed ' and more porcelain between the bolt 
and the wire grooves and the bolt cemented into the insulator would be found to give 
every satisfaction. 

The high tension shackle insulators are also failing. This we think is also due 
to the insulator not being sbitable for monsoon conditions. These ins'ulators require 
to be much larger overall and a greater factor of safety allowed. They may be 
quite satisfactory on a much higher tension under less severe climatic conditions, but 
with rainfalls such as we get in Mussoorie the corrugations on which the insulator 
greatly deponds for its insulating properties are very little good as the whole of the 
corrlgations may be submerged in a sheet of water. All the sha9kle insulators 
failing ought to be replaced with insulat&s of very much latger dimensions. 

The question of the insulators failing ought to be taken up with the suppliers. 
They may be able to replace those which have failed by insulators of a larger and 
better type." 

I n  July 1010 the number of insulator brmk-downs became so numer- 
ous that it was necessary to consider the question of changing the 
insulators enbirely. I n  order that the matter could be taken up with 
the makers i t  was resolved to carry out a s  accurate tests as possible a t  
the power house. The results of this will be found in the following 
report :- 

e l  Considerable trouble has been experienced from the high tension insulators on the 
transmission line breaking down. This trouble is chiefly experienced in the monsoon 
season and also in a slighter degree during the winter rains, and is caused by the 
current leaking from the wire to the bolt, which supports the insulator on the cross- 
arm. The faults on the insulators develop slowly. The faulty insulator first shows 
signs of weakness by a slight glow or phosphorescent light appearing on the binding 
wire which binds the line wire round the neck of the instilator. This continues for 
some time, gradually increasing, and then violent snapping sparks take place. The 
porcelain between the wire and the bolt becomes very hot due to current leaking to 
earth, and in many instances the heat has been sufficient to melt the porcelain insulator 
before the leakage current was sufficient to muse the automatic devices to operate a t  
the power house. 

" In  a previous note i t  was pointed out (from the experience gained during the 
first monsoon in which these insulators were in service) that these insulators were not 
satisfactory, and it was suggested that the matter should be taken up with the makers. 

a' We are now more than ever convinced that these insulators are  not suitable 
for the system in Mussoorie and that eatisfactory working of the high tension 



transluisvion lines will not be possiblc until the whole of thc insulators are  replaced by 
in~ulutors of greater insulating qunlilies. 

The system is alternaling current three-phase nt 6,600 volts with the neutral 
point enrtl~ed.' The tension between the wire and the pin of the inrulatory will 

therefore be 6,600 J3,  or 3,815 volts alternating, a t  which voltage the insulatory a re  

I t  mill be noted that only one out of the ten insulators did not arc at a much 
lower voltage than the specified 10,000 volts. 

Ezch insulator under the tevt mas discharging fseely to the pin a t  the voltage 
noted under ' Sparking voltage ' and the insulators in many cases would have arced ' 
a t  much lower voltages if sufflient time had been allowed between each a!teration 
in  pressure. 

It nil1 be seen from tho above that the insulators are not in accordance with the 
epeci!ication and we have no hesitation in stating that the insulators a re  not sn+- 
factory for 6,600 volts alternating current when working under the climatic conditions 
prevailing in Mussoorie, and strongly recommend the Xunicipal Board to endeavour 

failing. 
Two insulntol~s (110s. 12 and 13), which had shown signs of failing while in serviw 

on the line, were tested (dry) by applying an alternating p r ~ s u r e  between the bolt 
insulator and a wire bound round the neck of the insidator to resemble actual 

workiug con&tions. The pressure was gradually raised to 9,515 volts and the first 

insulalor broke down in fol~r  minutes. The second insulator broke down when a 

pressu1.e of 7,785 volts had been applied for four minutes. 
The tops of the insulators were shattered and the pins were found to be very 

llot which shows that considerable current was leaking before break-down took place. 
Three new insulators (which had not been in service) were subjected to a similar 

test; a. pressure of 10,000 volts alternating was applied a t  which the wire round the 
neck of the insulator glowed freely but the insulator did not break down. Tiiiv shows 
that the insulating properties of the insulators deteriorate enormously after the 
insulat,ors have been in service for some time under the normal weather condit,ions 
obtaining in Mussoorie. 

Unfortunately instruments and appliances necessary to carry out accurate tests 
of insulators mere not available, but the above tests prove that the insulators a re  
un3uiktble for working conditions obtaining in IvIussoorie. 

The specification test for these insulators was as follows :- 
" I The insulators in class (a )  (high tension insulators) should be subjected to the 

wet arcing test to determine the potential which will arc over them. A stream of 
water from a sprinkler nozzle under a pressure of a t  least 50 Ib. per square inch 
sinould be played on the insulator a t  an angle of 30 degrees. This will be somewhat 
similar to the conditions which exist in a rain and wind storm. The insulators should 
not arc over from the wire to the pin a t  less than 10,000 volts.' 

The test was applied to ten insulators taken a t  random from a stock of new 
insulators which had not been in use. 

I '  Thc results are shown in tabulated form for ready reference :- 

L O  / In iulator. Sparking 
.,oltae 

-- 
. . 

5,100 
5,190 
6,055 
5,709 
5,530 
6,190 
5,190 
5,190 
6,055 
5,190 
5,190 . . 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
G 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
Sh&kle . . .. . . 

Remarke. 

Dry teat. 

Araing 

8,996 
8,660 
8,304 
10.034 
8,304 
9,515 
0.342 
9,342 
8,998 
9,515 
8,99G 

?iiE 

Time before arcing 
takesp 1 mmfter 
voltage is raised. 

1 minute. 

10 seconds. 

15 acconds. 

) 4 minutes . . 
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to come to some arrangement with the makers to replace the whole of the insulnton 
and provide others of a suitable type." 

As a result of the above tests the Board toolr the mltter up with 
the makers who replied that the insulators were up to the specification 
end that they could not see their way to help the Board in the matter. 

I t  was then decided to have proper tests made and to get an 

authoritative expert opinion on the case. Accordingly a box containing 
twelve unused insulators was sent to a firm of well-known consulting 
engineers in London. I n  due course a report on the tests was received 
which was briefly as  follows: The insulators mounted on wooden 
cross-arms with their own bolts had a main conductor secured to the 
slot on the top by binding wire bound round the neck. An alternating 
current of 50 cycles was applied between the conductor and the bolt. 
Water was played on the insulators from a, 2-inch nozzle at  a pressure oi 
60 lb. to the square inch. The pressure was increased to 4,000 volts 
and a t  this voltage sparks passed from the conductor to the arm. On 
the voltage being increased to 9,000 volts the flash over was continuous. 

The water was turned off and the test continued, the voltage being 
increased to 32,000 volts ; at this pressure one of the insulators broke 
down due to a puncture from the neck to the pin, the head of the 
insulator and pin being hot. A new dry insulator was then tested 
which broke down a t  36,000 volts in a similar manner to the first. 

I n  addition to the above tests, it was resolved to see if prolonged 
,noal;ing in water had any effeck on the efficiency of the insulators. For 
this purpose two of them were specially dried in an electrically heated 
oven, the temperature of which WJJS maintained constsnt at  80 degrees 
C .  for 24 hours. Another two insulators were inverted and the hole for 
the bolt filled with water. This pair was allowed to soak for 66 hours. 
On testing it was found that the dry insulators stood 50,000 volts 
before arcing to the pin. The soaked insulators stood up to 30,000 
~ o l t s .  This voltage was not increased as it was not desired to puncture 
the insulator. While the saturated insulators were under test the whole 
insulator assumed a "glowing " appearance particularly in the centre 
of the top groove, where there is only about a quarter of an inch between 
the bottom of the groove and the top of the hole for the bolt. Theseinsula- 
tors were afterwards dried and one of them broke down a t  46,000 volts. 

I n  a letter covering their report the consulting engineers stated 
that the tests clearly showed that the insulators were not up to the 
specification, that the size of the insu:ators was too small and that the 
distance from the edge of the outer petticoat was too short. 

On receipt of this report, it was resolved, as  the matter mas most 
urgent, to get a  OW lot of insulators a t  once. A specification was 
drawn up by the Electrical Engineer on the following lines :- 

I t  SPECIFICATION FOR HIGH TENSION ISSULATORS FOR THE NUSSOORIE 
HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME. 

Three-phase star connected system. 
Illaxlrnum worlring voltage between pl~ases=G,GOO volts. 
Vol~age from any phase to earth =3,Y15 ,, 
Dlaxjlnurn available load . . . . . . 45 alnperes per phasa 

,, actual to date . . . ... 23 ,, ,, ,, 
Size of copper wire no. 7 S. I\.'. G. 



High tension insulators to be (1) of white porcelain glazed ovorall ; (2) fire 
ptticntal; (3) ~nini~num d i m s t e r  of shed to be 8 inches; (4) of the   in- 
cen~ellted-into-insulator bype ; (5) able to receive apin three-fourths of aninch in dianleter 
vi th  space for cementing. 

InJuIntors  nus st not brealc down under the following conditions :- 
< I  Contillrlou3 and hesry rain for three months on entl, the fall being as much a s  

140 in;hm during these three months, ar great as 20 inches in twenty-four hours 
and as heavy w '3 in:heg in thrde hours. To emure which the following test must 

be applied. 
Wet arcing test, 20,003 volts alternating current, to be applied between the 

wire on neck of insulator, and the pin, for three hours continuously without arcing 
over from the wire to the pin. The pressure then to be gradually raised until an 
arc is formed and this arcing potential to be observed. 

l lThe met arcing te?t to be carried out as follows :- 
* a  A stream of water from a sprinkler nozzle not less than 2 incheq in 

diameter, under n pressure of not less than 50 Ib. per square inch, should be played 
on the insulator, on the wire and the pin, a t  an angle of 30 degrees. The stream of 
water n l u ~ t  be continunu3 and must be evenly distributed over the insulator, the 
wire and the pin, in order to approximate as near as possible to conditions existing 
during a violent rain and wind storm. The distance between the lowest point of 
insulator and wooden cross-arm (on which the insulator pin must be fixed during test). 
to bo carefully noted and not to be less than 5 inches. The insulators undar 
test must be fixed to galvanized iron pins of the specified diameter and cemented 
thereon with either a mixture of glycerine and litharge, or else, pure Portland cement, 
the material used to be spe-ified iu the record of test." 

Tenders were received from all the leading firms of insulator 
makers, that of * + + * + of Victoria, New York, being accepted. The 
appearance and construction of the new insulators are shown. in plate 
no. XXXVI. 

The makers' specification of the.insulators is as follows :- 
Line voltage ... ... ... 33,000 
Test ,, ... ... ... 100,000 
Rain test ... ... ... 60,000 
Leakage distance ... ... 19)inches 
Striking ,, ... ... 4# ,, 
Size of pin h d e  . . .  ... 16 ,, 
Net weight ... ... ... 78 Ib. 

The insulators were tested a t  the makers and the test sworn to 
before a Public Nbtary as follows :- 

-The insulator wa3 mounted on a solid steel pin of the proper diameter and 
with a half inch cable tied in the regular manner into the top and the side wire grooves. 

Under these conditions the dry flash over potential was 93,000 volb. The 
insulator was then subjected to a rain of 1 inch in 5 minutes precipitation, thrown a t  
an angle of 45 degrees for three hours continuously and at  20,000 volts no distress 
whatever showed. At the end of three hours it  was necessary to raise the potential 
to 60,000 volts before the flash over occurred. The distance from the cross-arm 
to the bottom of the insulator was 53 inches and the attachment between the insulator 
and pin, neat Portland cement. 

' I  The method of fixing the bolt to the insulator was as follo~vs :-A large number 
of wooden cones were turned up with a central hole of the same diarneter as the 
insulator bolt. These cones mere split to enable them to clear the collar of the bolt. 
Pure Portland cement was used for fixing the bolt to the insulator, mixed in the 

~roportion of 80 partu cement to 20 parts water by weight. The insulator was 
inverted and cement was placed round the bolt and carefully rammed down to ensure 

the cement getting into the threads of the screws of the insulator and bolt. When 



this operation was cornpletcd the wooden co~~c? was slipped over the bolt and fitting 

exactly to the taper of the in~ulator petticoat, kcpt thc bolt in true 
position. The invlllntors mere allowed to stand for fourteen days in order to give 
the cement time to ~ e t . "  

Tho new insulators have now withstood two monsoons and no 
electrical break-downs have been experienced. The only break-downs 
havo been mechanical and were causcd by school boys throwing stones 
a t  the insulators. I t  is interesting to note that, although the insulators 
had all three petticoats damaged, nothing happened. Luckily it was in 
the dry season. 

The trouble experienccd with the high tension insulatore should 
prove a salutary lesson to all who may be called upon to design and 
construct high tension lines in India and is a good example of the evil 
results which follow a loosely worded specification. Tho makere 
stated that the insulators were tested according to the specification and 
proved satisfactory. I t  nil1 be noticed in the original specification that 
thc element of tima was ignored and that the size of the sprinkler 
nozzle was not specified. 

The  differcnce in the results of the tests of the makers on the one 
hand and the consulting engiueers on the other, was due to obvioue 
reasons. Thc lettcr used a large nozzle and a continuous stream of 
water, while the former apparently used a small nozzle and an inter- 
mittent flow of water for a short period. 

CRITICISM AND NOTES ON THE HIGH TENSION LINES. 

One of the chief mistakes made in connection with theconstruction 
of the high tension liues was the use of wooden poles. Why these were 
ever used it is difficult to sce especially as those who were responsible for 
the drawing up of the scheme had thc benefit of the experience of the 
Indian Telegraph department to aid them. The municipality have been 
put to the expense of changing every wooden pole throughout the entire 
distribution system. Had the polcs used been well seasoned they would 
probably have !ested a few years longer, but even then they would have 
been far from satisfactory. The poles purchased were of all shapes, sizes, 
and lengths and quite unseasoned, the result of the latter being 
that after the poles had been erected about two years the outer shell 
rotted to such an extcnt that many of the poles broke off a t  the ground 
line, for i t  is under the ground line that this decay is worst. 

The method of fixing the cross-arms is also bad. AS will be seen from 
plate no. XXXV the cross-arms are fixed by means of bolts passing 
through the centre of the pole. Now in these snl poles there is a hard 
core varying from 2 inches to 4 inches in diameter which if not exposed 
to moisture is the strongest section of the pole, but if a large hole is bored 
through this core into which the rain is conduct" by means of the fixing 
bolt, i t  very speedily becomes as rotten as the outside shell. This has 
happened on these poles and cases of them snapping off ere numerous. 

Another bad point is the fixing of the barbed wire by means of 
2-inch staples. When tho poles were first erected and the wood was 
green these staples more sufficient to hold the wire, but when the rains 
commenced and the top of the pole started to rot the staples could 
hardly sustain the strain due to tho weight of the wire and the &st 
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breeze that c-amo along at  onco pulled Iho wire and its fastenings clean 

o~ the polc this short circuiting of the mains of COursO shut  down 
tho plant until repairs could be effected. 

Opponents of the overhead earth wire contencl that  i t  is ap t  to 
brea,k and fall on the mains. This has not happened here yet ; the only 
trouble experienoed ]]as been due to the fastenings becoming undone 
owing to rot as  above. The wire ueed is, however, not con- 
sidered strong enough mechanically for the longer spans and i t  would be 

in futwe to use stranded steel cable as  used for guys. 
 he construction for the first mile of the high tension distribu- 

tion is very bad. The idea, of the " loop" system is that  in the event 
of one line breaking down, the station oan be fed from the other while 
repairs are being cerried out to the damagcd section. A glance at plate 
no. X S X I V  will show that the mains run on the same set of poles t o  

point just a b o ~ e  the head works. Now in the event of an accident t o  
one of the lines i t  is impossible to csrry out repairs without shutting 
down the plant, as  the two lines are within a few inches of each other. 
Again, if there is a landslip 03 this soctiou tho chtnces are that  a pole 
will go and the plant will be shut down until such time a s  a new pole 
can be erected. 

I n  constructing the high tension line a mistake was made in 
adhering so closely to the rules framed under the Indian Electricity Act  
with reference to the length of spsn. Omiug to the short spans there are 
a great number of acute angles on the lines where they follow the contour 
of the hills. These angles throw a great strain on the insulators and 
binders, and i t  would hare  been a much better, cheaper, and more 
efficient construction to take moderate spans of about 200 to 300 feet. 

Another mistake was made in running the telephone lines on the 
same pole as the high tension wires. Telephones are most required 
when a break-domu GCCUrS and when the break-down is on the lines 
the telephone is generally put out of gear as well. The  size of wire 
used is also mechanically weak and in a severe wind storm often 
breaks. I t  is also unnecessary expense to use copper wire. No. 12 
S.W.G. galvanized iron wire would have becn much more suitable. 

The guard nets were made to the Board of Trade specification, 
but it is considered that  the binders are fixed too close together. Had 
these been spaced a t  4 feet instead of 2 feet apart, they would have 
answered their purpose equally well and reduced the strain on the 
stretchers considerably. 

RECONSTRUCTION OF HIGH TENSION LINES. 

As the result of a report made by the Electrical Engineer on the 
s h t e  of the high tension lines a t  the end of 1911, the Board decided 
to act on his advice and get rid of the wooden poles. The new poles 
mill be of the Hamilton type and spans of an average length of 200 feet 
will be employed ; for short spans up to 150 feet single poles of B.C.D. 
sections d l  be utilized, but where guard nets and longer spans are 
necessary coupled poles will bc used. Plate no. XXXVII shows the 
arrangement of the new construction with guard net brackets, barbed 
wire clamps, &c. The alignment on the first section of the high tension 
lines mill be altered. The dotted line on plate no. XXXIV shows the 



route from the power house to the first sub-station. This in  being done 
to keep the two lines as  far apart as possible and thus obviate the 
likelihood of a landslip putting both lines out of action at  the same 
time ; also to allow of repairs being carried out to one liae while current 
is fed to the station by the other. 

I t  is still intended to carry the telephone wire on the high 
tension poles, but the wire used will be no. 12 S. W. G.,  G. I wire. 
Further, a scparate line is being run from the office to the power house 
and pump house. This is being done as it is considered most essential 
to  have an uninterrupted telephonic oolsmqnioation between the above 
mentioned places. 

SECTION NO. 111.-SUBdSTATIONS. 

There are in all twelvo sub-stations in the distribution system 
situated in the positions marked on plate no. XXXIV. A reference 
to the sub-st~t ion buildings will bo found in chapter 11. Photos 
nos. VI I I ,  IX and X show (a) the exterior, ( 6 )  the interior, and 
(c) a view looking upwards in the tower. The original method of 
leading the high tension wircs into the tower is shown in plate 
no. XXXVIII  while the same plate also shows the m3dificafion brought 
about in this arrangement by the advent of the ndw insulators. 
I u  two of the three large sub-stations the method of leading-in varies 
somewhat from the standard, but it is to all intents and purposes the 
same. I n  the stand3rd sub-stalion the high tension wires pass into end 
out of the tower through three 12-inch earthenware pipeswhich are glazed 
in by meam of split circular pieces of glass, cut to fit the mouth of the 
pipe and held in position by means of n, thin metal flagge. I n  the middle 
of the glass a 1-inch hole is cut to allow of the wire passing through 
withont actually touching the gloss. These leading-in pipes are glazed 
on the inside only, as shown in plate no. XXXVIII .  I n  the two large 
sub-stations the wires enter through an oblong window (see photos nos. 
V I I I  and X), the insul~tors  being carried 02 channel irons fixed into the 
sides of the window es shown in photo no. V I I I .  This window is glazed 
in, in the ordinary mmuer, and also has 1-inch circular holes cut in the 
glass to allow the wires to enter the tower. As will be seen from plate 
no. XXXVIII  each wire passes sbraight through the towers, but by means 
of the double sets of isolating switches current may be cut off either 
at  the incoming or oiltgoing sides. The  bottom terminals of these 
switches are cross-connected and from the cross connections tappings 
are taken to the transformer and lightning arresker as  shown in plate 
no. XXXIX. 

The lightning arresters supplied by the contractors with the 
planb mere of the horn type. These, however, did no: prove sufficienb 
to deal with the very severe lightning sborms which at, certain periods 
of the year prevail in Mussoorie. I t  w~ resolved to try a new 

type. Having in stock a large number of what is known as the 
multi-gap type of arresber, i t  was suggested by the Electrical Inspactor 
to Government that experiments might be carried out with these. His 
suggestions were adopted and experiments mere carried out at  the 
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power houee, I t  wag found that by plltting four of these arresters in 
series that they operated at  approximaLel~ 10,000 volts. This  type of 

arrester was ndopted and has SO far proved fairly satisfac- 

tory. I t s  general arrangement is shown in plate no. XL. The  arrester 
consists of three limbs, one to each phase. Each limb is made 
up of follr 2,000 volt arresters connected in series. AS will be seen from 
plate no. XL this type of arrestcr consists of a large number of small 
cyliuders are lnsde of a special non-arcing metal and arranged 

snlall air gaps bctweeu them. I n  " shunt " with part of the gaps 
is fixed a non-inductive resistance consisting of a special alloy of carbon 

The cylinders are mounted on porcelain slabs which are in  
mounted on a strip of well v.~ruished teak wood. The  whole 

errester is on iron brackets securcd to the  wall by means of 
rag bolts. A high tension insulator of the bus b.zr type is fixed 
between the teak wood strip and tho iron bracket. Approximately three- 
fourths of thc g ~ p s  are shunted by meaus of the non-iuductive resis- 
tances. Tho remsining fourth or upper section of the arrester is 
unshunted, the line being connected to the first cylinder. The  last 
four gaps are short circuited by smtll b r ~ s s  strips and the last cylinders 
of each limb are cross-counected by means of a heavy brass strip 
which is connected securely to esrtll by a copper wire of heavy section. 

The action of this type of arrester is as  follows :- 
From the experiments carried out i t  was found that  with nine gaps 

unshunted and twonty-three gaps shuated by means of the non-inductive 
resistances, the arrester operated a t  approximztely 10,000 volts. Under 
normal conditions the earth potential is brought up to the top of the 
uppermost shunt resistance. Now let us consider what happens when a n  
increase of potential occurs on the lines due to a discharge of lightning. 
The first thing is the bresk-down of the non-shunted air gaps, 
next the shunted gaps break down. The  arc is, however, not main- 
tained so that the current passes through the shunt resistance. The  non- 
shunted gaps have now the shunt resistance in series with them and thus 
reducing the current, quickly extinguish the arc. This extinguishing is 
also helped by the non-arcing naturc of the metal of the cylinders. 

From the top of tllc lightning arresters the high tension wires 
run through three choking coils to the high tension oil switch 
which is mounted a t  the back of the sub-station switch board. The 
general arrangement of this board is shown in plate no. X L I  and photo 
no. IX. From the high tension oil switch current is conveyed to the 
high tension side of the transformer by means of a high tension three- 
cored lead-covered cable, a t  both ends of which are trifurcating boxes. 
This cable runs under the sub-station floor in a 3-inch earthenwere duct. 
After leaving the trifurcating box the high tension current passes through 
another oil switch fixed on to the transformer case, and then through a 
set of fuses before finally reaching the high tension side of the transformer. 

The specification for the sub-staLion plant including transformer, 
ewitch gear, &c., was as follows :- 

1. The contractor to supply and deliver, erect, joint, fix and finish complete in 
pita or sub-stations provided for the purpose by the municipality the transformere 
hereinafter specified, with all switches, fuses and other necessary apparatus for their 
safe and efficient working. 



4. Transformers to 11 in number, of the ~ i z e  speci6ed below :- 
1 Transformer of 70 K. W. capaa ity. 
1 ,9 3 ,  60 *, 
a ,, ,, 40 ., ,, enah. 
2 ,, ,, 15 ,, I, II 

9 " " 10 ,, 1, ,I 

1 ,, ,, 6 v o  

1 ,S , 6 , ,, For station lighting and 
workshop maohds,  
&c. 

3. En-h transformer to be capable of continuously giving the specified output in 
the se-ondary circuit a t  an E. M. F. of 380 volts between the principal conductors, 
the primary circuit being arranged for a pressure of 6,600 to 6,300 volts a t  a 
periodicity of 50 completealternations per second. 

4. Tranrformera to be all of the same type (three-core) and thoje of the same 
size to have their corresponding parts strictly interchangeable. They must be mounted 
i n  water-tight cast iron boxes of ample size. 

5. Switches and fuses are to be provided on both high and low tension sides 
of each transformer arranged in a water-tight box so a9 to be readily acce3sible, and 
provision must be made for disconnecting and withdrawing the transformers without 
the current being switched off to either the high orJow tension mains. All switches 
and fuses to be so constructed as to reduce the danger of arcing to a minimum. High 
 ensi ion terminals to be efficiently protected. 

6. Each transformer before being used on the circuit must be tested for one hour 
a t  a pressure of 15,000 volts alternating applied between the primary and secondary 
coils, and between the primary coils and the core and case without injury or break- 
down. 

7. No accessible part of any transformer to have a temperature exceeding 50 
degrees F. above the surrounding air when running continuously a t  full load. 

8. The drop of E. M. F. on the secondary coils shall not be more than 24 per 
cent. a t  full non-inductive load when the primary pressure remains constant. 

9. The total open circuit loss of.any transformer should not be more than 2) 
per cent. of the secondary load. 

10. Tenderers must fill in the guaranteed eficiencies in the annexed table: - 

11. All lighting will be on the four-wire system with a pressure of 380 volts 
between tho principal conductors and 220 volts between the three conductors and the 
neutral wire at  full load. - 

12. Complete particulars of the transformers are to accompany the tenders, 
together with drawings showing the arrangement of the various parts and the s i w  
of the transformer chambers required. 

13. The following spare parts are to be supplied for each transformer :- 
1 dozen high tension fuses. 
1 ,, low ,, ,, 
1 oomplete set of primary and amondary sindinga. 
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T , , ~ + ~ , , ~ ~ .  slaitclL bonrds.-Ench transformer houso to h s ~ o  a marble ewitch 

bmpj fitted with the following :- 
H ; ~ / ,  lelleiolb sitle.-3 Lightning a r~es te rs  with earth-plate. 

1 Triple pole high tension snitch with fuses. 
L ~ , , ,  te91siolb sicle.-G Lightning arresters, with wLh-plate. 

2 Triple pole low tension switcheu with fuses. Out. ftlr 
street lamps and one for house distrib~~tion. 

~h~ trausformers supplicd did not correspond ~ r i t h  the above 
specification as regards outputs, which are actually as  follo~\.s :- 

4 Transformers of 30 lrilowntts. 
G ,, o f 1 0  ,, 
2 ,, o f 5  ,, 

w i t h  one spare of each size complete. 
These transformers are of the three-cored oil-cooled shcll typo alld 

are star connected, the low tcnsioil coils being placcd inside the high 
tellsion coils. Plate no. X L I I  shows the general arrangcmont of the 
transformers. 

The low tension current passes from the transformer through a, 

bhree-pole switch and fusss by means of insulated rubber csble t o  the 
emitch board. These cables are also laid underground in a 3-inch 
earthenware duct. At the switch board they are connected to the bus 
bars as shown in plate no. XSXIX.  The  current then passes through two 
three-pole feeder switches and fuses. One of these switches is for public 
righting and one for house lighting. Prom these fuses current passes 
through choking coils and lightning arresters of the Wurtz type up to 
the low tension leading-out tubes in the tower which consist of a 
similar arrallgement to that shown in plate no. XXXVIII .  The action 
of the Wurtz type arrester is practically similar to that  of the multi-gap 
arrester described above. 

The neutral wire is earthed and does not pass through any switches 
or fuses. A tapping is taken off one of the phases and neutral for 
sub-station lighting. 

CRITICISII OF SUB-STATIONS. 

The design of the sub-stations on this system is not good and leaves 
much to be desired. 

The first defect is the small size of the buildings. I t  is true tha t  
with the present arrangement of wires inside the sub-stations there is 
room to operate the switches with a fair degree of safety to the operator 
but the buildings should haye been larger for convenient working. The 
arrangement of high tension and low tcnsion mires in the tower is also 
imperfect. I n  many cascs there is insufficient sFacc between the high 
tension and low tension wircs. There are a t  prcsent two sets of high 
tension isolating switches placed ncar tile top of the towers ; to worIr 
these, the operator has to stand on an insulated platform with his bacl; 
towards the back of the switch board. His heail is then only a sllort 
distance away f r i m  the high tension ~vircs on the switcll board, which 
are unprotected. A third set of isolaling switches slloulil have been 
provided to enable current to bc cut off any sub-fitation without cutting 
off the supply fro111 any of the other stations as  it is frequently necessary 
to extmine the sw~tch  boarcl i~lsulstors sad lightniug arresters. The type 
of lightni!lg arrcstcrs in use hss p r o ~ e d  f ~ i r l y  satiufactoly but there is 



still room for improvement. The theory of lightning arrcstcrs is not as 
yet properly understood and most of tho well-known electrical engineers 
have opinions on this subject which are as  varied as they arc numerous. 
The horn, mu1 ti-gap, water-jet and electrolytic typcs have each got their 
own advocates, whilst several cousider lightniug arresters quite unncces- 
sary. But  i t  should be noted that very few of thosc are a c t ~ ~ a l l y  in chargo 
of plants subject to  severe lightning storms. All these arrestors hsve 
their good and bad points. The fact of tho m ~ t t e r  is t h ~ t  nu arrester 
which will work well on one plant in one loc~l i ty  will not do so 0'1 a simi- 
lar plant in soother loc~li ty .  The trouble cxporienced with the horn 
arresters a t  hfussoorie was that during a heavy discharge they formed 
a " short " and threw the " trip gear." Had a resistance been 
inserted with this type of arrester i t  would prob~bly have worked quite 
a s  well, if not better, than the multi-gap type. I t  is generally admitted 
t h s t  the shunt resistance rods of the multi-gap type arrester are not 
sufficient to  deal with severe lightning discharges and many cases have 
been experienced on these works where the resistance rods have been 
reduced to cinder. The efficiency of the present type of the lightning 
arresters would be greatly enhanced if a series resistance could be 
inserted as  well as  a shunt.  With regard to  the so-called non-arcing 
metal of which the cylinders are mule, this is very doubtful as  on many 
occasions distinct signs of arcing have been noticed in these arresters. 
The  main point about the multi-gap and horn-type lightning arresters 
is not so much the efficiency of the arrester itself as  the value of the 
series resistance to be inserted. This can only be found by "trial and 
error " and the resistance ths t  may prove suitable for storms in one 
locality will not be suitable for storms in another. With regard to  
the barbed wire as a lightning protector opiuious vary somewhat, but 
on the whole i t  has proved a distinct success on this scheme. On 
several occasions i t  has been necesswy to cut away a number of 
spans of the barbed wire during the monsoon due to  the wird bsing 
pulled off the pole tops and thus l e ~ v i n g  pzrt of the lines without 
protection from lightning. On these occ~sions it  h ~ s  been noticed t h s t  
during lightuing storms the trip gear has acted frequently. This c l n  
only be pnt down to the absence of the barbed mire on the sectiou in 
question. 

I n  the working out of the sizes of the transformers for thc various 
sub-stations it  was not right to assume thzt the capbcity of each 
would bc according to the demands m ~ d e  bsfore the public rzslized the 
benefits of electricity. I t  mas 3 still graater mistake to order trans- 
formers of so many different sizes, as i t  means keeping in stock so many 
differellt sizes of spare parts. Further, a sub-station consisting of two 20 
kilowatt transformers is botter than one co:lsisting of one 40 kilowatt, 

efficiency is not the primary consideration, as i t  is uulilrely that 
two trausformers will break down a t  one ancl the stmc? tim3. It 
woulcl have boen much better to have ordered a sbanhrd size of 
transformer, say 20 K. W. I t  is a bzcl priuciple to asstune your t o t d  
likely losd and to have the sum oE your sob-s t~ t ion  ot~tput?  equzl 
to  this. If it  is llecessary to hzvo spzro generators .zL the n ~ a i u  

it is equnlly necessniy to have, in each sub-station, 0x3 or n~oro 



spare transformers. This fact has been a~llply proved in Mussoorie 
where the capacity of each sub-station has hsd to be practically 
doubled. Another mistalre in the design of the sub-stations was tho 
running of tho high and low tension mains in earthenware ducts, 
as  in the event of s brt;ak-down in the cables i t  is a difficult matter 
to get a t  tho seat of the trouble. A much better arrangement 
would havo beeu to hnvo channels cut in the sub-station floor with 
e suitable covering of planks or iron plates which could be easily 
removed. At present if a break-down occurs in a cable i t  means 
pulling up the whole of the sub-station floor. Wi th  regard to the 
working of transformers in parallel on R, similar scheme to this i t  is 
not a bad principle to go on, to work in groups of fours. Under normal 
conditions each transformer should work a t  just under full load, and, if 
necessary, in the event of a break-down, the remaining three transformers 
should t,ake up the load of four by working a t  a slight over load for a 
short time. A transformer should not be worked a t  over full load 
for any length of time. The  design of high tension fuses on the 
Mussoorie t r~nsformers is bad and if fuses were employed a t  all they 
should have been of the oil type, but i t  would have been better to have 
had reliable automatic trip gears on each transformer instead of fuses. 

Considerable trouble was experienced when the scheme first began to  
work with transformers burning out. This  was partly due to their not 
being properly dried before being put on load. Transformers of this size 
and voltage should be dried out for a period of not less than 24 hours a t  
a temperature of 180 degrees 3'. Where current is available, a suitable 
way of doing this is to dry them out in pairs applying low tension current 
t o  the high tension side of no. 1 transformer and connecting the low 
tension of no. 1 to the low tension of no. 2 while the high tension of 
no. 2 should be short-circuited. Thermometers should be carefully 
placed between the windings and as soon as the temperature goes up 
above 180 degrees F. current should be switched off until the temperature 
falls about 150 degrees I?. When this temperature is reached current 
may be switched on again. Whilst transformers are drying out they 
phould be carefully watched during the whole period. 

SECTION NO. 1V.-LOW TENSION L I N E S .  
The  low tension distribution system consists of two entirely 

separate sets of phase wires, with a common neutral carried on tho 
same poles. One set is for private lighting and the other for road 
lighting. Plate no. X L I I I  shows a typical section of the low tension 
distribution, from which the run of the wires can be easily traced. On 
the principal sections of the distribution i t  is possible to linlr up one or 
more sub-stations in parallel. This is done at  a switch pole which is 
described in another part of this Section. 

The total length of the low tension distribution is approximately 
19 miles. The wires are carried on single sal wood polea. The average 
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length of span is about 150 feet. The insulators are carried on 2-foot x 
4-inch x 4-inch cross-arms which are secured to the poles by means of U 
shaped bolts. Plate no. XLIV shows the type of pole usedfor distribution 
purposes, i.e. wherc the wircs issuo from the sub-stations and tap off in 
various directions. Poles of similar construction to this are utilized 
where bad angles occur but instead of the angle iron rings ordinary 
cross-arms are used. Thc insulators are of white porcelain and are 
shown in plate no. XLIV. The neutral wire is carried on the top of 
the pole by mems of 4-inch galvanized iron nails. The top of each 
pole is protected by means of a roof. This is fixed under the saddle and 
is kept in position by the saddle nails. The shape and material of the 
pole roof is similar in all respects to the one in use on the high tension 
lines. 

At all angles, poles are stayed or strutted. The bracket for the 
stay wire is fixed a t  the top of the pole and is made of sufficient length 
to ensure the stay wire being well clear of the mains. 

Where the low tension mains cross over the Telegraph department 
lines, guard nets are utilized. Latterly a new type of guard has been 
introduced ; this is shown in  plate no. XLIV. The guard consists of a 
small copper hook which is connected to the neutral wire. I n  the 
event of a phase wire breakiug, i t  a t  once comes into contact with thia 
hook and immediately blows the fuse in the sub-station controlling the 
circuit in question. 

The distribution system was calculated in the following manner :- 

The capacity of the sub-stations was fixed according to the estimated 
number of houses and road lamps to be supplied from each. 

From this estimate and the following formulae the different 
voltages were calculated for each centre of distribution :- 

W 
(1) c = -- 

E / 3 X C03. 3. Where C = Current in amperee. 
W = Load in kilowatts. 
E = Voltage a t  receivers. 

Cos. @ = Power factor (taken as T5). 

(The full load of the transformers being 190 K. W., a l o ~ d  of 503 K. W. 
wes as a basis for calculations.) 

(2) Voltage drop due to resistance = CR 
Where C r current. 

R = resistance. 

N.B.-The resistance varying with the temperature of the wire all calculations 
were based on a maximum temperature of 140 degrees E'. Thij was not quite correct 
, the maxilnum load is only ou a t  night and thus in subsequent and final calculation 
the temperature haa been talrcn as 60 degrees F. 

The resistance of a unit length (ooe yard) of copper wire being 
known a t  60 degrees F, the rcsist.tnce a t  a higher tamperature i e  
found from the following formula :- 

R t l  = R t + (R t x .00335 t). 

Where R t = Resistance per unit length a t  GO degrees F. 

R t l =  *I )I a t  higher temperature. 
t = difference of temperature in dcgrees F. 



The voltage drop due to induction is given by :- 

E L =  2 s n l c .  
Where EL =Inductive drop. 

2 s = a constant = 6.28. 
L = Inductbnce of the line in Henrys. 
c = Current. 
n = Periodicity. 

L is found fro111 blaxwell's for~nula for parallel conductore :- 

" 115.24 + 140.366 log .;d I L = -  
(10)" 

Where 1 = length of line in feet. 
d = distance between centres of wires in inches. 
r = radius of conductor. 
Remaining figures are  constants. 

The phase relation of these drops has next to be considered, This 
ten be seen from the following diagram :- 

V E = Impedance of circuit. 
V A = Volts lost due to ohmic resistance. 
E A = Volts lost due to inductive resistance. 
0 C = phase position of current. 
0 E = generator voltage. 
0 V = voltage a t  receiver. 
O E 3 = O B S +  E B a  
0 Eg = ( 0  C + V A)a + (E A + V C)=. 

Taking Cos. @ = -75, Sin. @ = %62. 

Therefore:O Ea = ( 0  V COS. @ + V A)a + ( 0  V Sin. @ + E A)'. 

The problem is then worked out by algebraical methods. To give 
an example :- 

Suppose V A = 104 volts. 
E A = 115 volts. 
0 E = 6,600 volts. 

Then G,GOOa = ( 0  V Cos. @ + 104)' + (0 V Sin. Q + 115ja. 
Therefore 4,35,60,000 = 0 Va + 308 0 V + 24,041. 

54 861 17 42 39 7CKl 13,200 Therefore ( 0  V + *)a = 4,35,35,05g + -I,- - . , , - 
4 47). 

Therefore 0 V = %?!k!? 
2 
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Knowing tho voltage ratio of the transformer to bo 63001380 the 
voltage between any phaso and the neutral is ossily found thus :- 

380 0,440 - X- - = 225'1 volts. J 3  

Having started with full load end the full generator ro]tage, the 
voltage is found as abore a t  the first receiving station. Tho same 
formulae are used throughout for the various sub-stations, the load 
at  each being takcn as full load minus the loads of the stations 
dealt with. 

I n  this case the voltages were worked out twice, the first, assuming 
the station to be fed from the east line and the second, assuming the 
etation to be fed from the west line. The voltage worked out on thie 
basis served as a starting point for the calculation of the mains. 

Talring each circuit independently the lighting mains were worked 
out by the following formula :- 

Activity of one phase :- 
E W = - 7 T ~  C. 

Activity of three phases :- 
W = E x C  J 3 .  

W 
Hence C=- YJJ - 
Where W = Watts. 

C = Amperes. 
E = Volts. 

From this formula was found the current in each circuit. The C R 
1000 was then worked out in the usual manner, using a no. 9 wire to 
start with and finding by " trial and error " the smallest size wire 
required. 

ROAD LIGHTING. 

Originally the road lighting consisted of '44 arc lamps and 180 
incandescent lamps. The length of the roads lighted was 13 miles. 

The  arcs were placed along the main roads of which they lighted a 
length of three miles. The incandescent lamps lighted the remaiuiug 
ten miles. 

The arcs were of the totally enclosed type 2000 C. P. 8 amperes 
a& designed for burning two in series, one pxir of carbons lasting 
for 100 hours. The pillars are of the type a ~ l d  dimensions shown in 
plate no. XLV. 

A great deal of trouble was experienced with the arc lamps ; so 
IIluch so that  after being in service for one year i t  was resolved to get 
rid of them entirely and to replace them with incandescent lamps. This 
was done by removing the mechanism from the arc lamp and fixing in 
a three-way fitting in which were fixed three 32 candle power lamps. 

The type of bracket for thc incandescent lamps is shown in plate 
no. XLV. 

All street lamps on each section are controlled from a single three- 
pole switch in the sub-station. 

NOTES AND CRITICISMS ON THE LOW TENSION DISTRIBUTION. 

Tho same trouble has been experienced with the lorn tension 
supports as with the high tension. As time went on, the state of the 
low tension systcm became so bad that the continuity of service was 



often interropted and i t  bocame necessary to consider the remodelling of 
this system with iron telegraph poles. The defects of the old system 
were as follo\~s :- 

The low tension distribution mires were carried on sal ballies. The 

cross-arnls lycre also of sal wood and secured to  the pole by means of 4-inch 
horsc shoc bolts and nuts. This method was not a good one even under 
tho best of condibions but with polesin the state the existing ones were in 
the arrangcmcnt was very unsatisfactory. I n  most cases the outer shell 
of the pole, to a depth of about 2 inches, was sapwood and i t  was simply 
impossible to keep the nuts strained up, with the ~ s u l t  that  the cross- 
arms ofleu sn.ung round and caused the wires to short circuit, thereby 
blowing the fuses in the sub-stations and sometimes damaging the 
transformers. This invariably happened in the dark and i t  was then 
extremely diflicult to localize the seat of the trouble. 

The method of fixing the neutral to the top of the pole was also 
unsatisfactory aud a continual source of trouble, as  a strong breeze 
sometimes blew the neutral wire and itsfittiugs clean off the pole. 

Agaiu, at and under the ground line, every single pole wad so far 
decayed that it was impossible to strain the wires up as they should 
be. This also, in a breeze, often caused " shorts " and burning out of 
transformers. 

The supports of the remodelled low tension distribution system 
will consist of steel poles of the Hamilton type (B. C. D. sections), 
similar in all respects to the high tension poles which are being used on 
the re-construction of the high tension lines. These poles ere being made 
in strict conforinity with the Government of India specification (Tele- 
graph depsrtme:lt). Plate no. XLV shows a standard low tension pole 
fitted wit11 a sbreet light fitting. The lamps used mill be of the metallic 
filan~cnt type o!lly. Plate 110. X L V I I  shows a switch pole which 'has 
been designed to ellable sub-stations to be paralleled or run independently 
as niay be required from time to time. The average spacing of the low 
tension poles will be kept at  150 feet approximately and a lamp will be 
fixed to each pole. On the main roads lamps of 100 candle power will 
be used. On the less important roads 50 candle power, and on the by- 
roads 25 c ~ n d l e  power lamps only, will be used. Plate no. X L V I I I  shows 
R, plan of the new type of distribution pole, which consists of a C. D. E. 
Hamilton pole with insulators arranged as shown in the plate. 

The formula used in ~vorliing out the voltage drop due to inductance 
is quite correct but the method of treating the case was somewhat out 
of date. Modern transmission engineers would not use it .  A better 
formula n-ould be that which gives the inductance of the line per mile 
:;s follows :- 

L = (80.5 +' 740 log - ) (l0)e 
R -- 

Wliere =tlistance between centres of wire~ ,  
R = r a d i ~ ~ s  of each mire. 

I n  running the low tension distribution mains in Mussoorie a 
rllistake was mada in following the actual run of the roads, which, owing 

to  the fo~mation of the hill, zigzag considerably. There has been a great 
doslof coppcr wi~sted iu doing this, as in maDy places " short cuts " could 



have been taken across "nallaha" instead of following the actrlnl 
outlina of thc road. This is shown in plate no. XLVI which shows 
clearly what has been done. I n  figure A it will bc seen that all 7 mircs 
follow the many windings of the roads in ordcr to get a snficiont 

numbcr of lamps to give a good distribution of light. Had the  ires bfen 
run as shown in figure B the result would have bcen a considerable 
saving in copper as the tappings taken beck need only have been k~ire 
of small section. 

T h e  idea of using arc lamps for lighting was not good. Owing to 
the numerous bende in the road it was impossible to place the arcs so as 
to get an  even distribution of light. The result of this was that one 
corner of the road would be brilliantly lighted and the next would appear 
to be in pitch darkness. Apart from this the lamps supplied were not 
suitable for Indian monsoon conditions and were far from water-tight, 
the result being that during the rains the energizing coils became 
soaked and were continually burning out. Moths were greatly attracted 
by the light and a great many found their way inside the lamp 
casing; this also caused the mechanism to jam occasionally. I n  
addition to the above troubles thero was a ~er ious  defect in the manu- 
facture of the lamp. A part of the mechanism of the lamp is a dash 
pot with a plunger. This plunger was made of gun metal and was 
electroplated. This electroplating used to scale off, thus causing the 
plunger to jam in the dash pot and a " hanging up " of the rest of the 
mechanism of the lamp. 

SECTION NO. V.-PUMPING STATION. 

The  specifications for the various parts of the pumping plant M ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
were as follows :- 

1. The exact number of motors required is not yet decided upon, but  there 
will be either two of 150 H. P. each or  four of 75 H. P. each, according w one or 
two lifts a r e  adopted. 

2. The motors to be  of the induction type, to work on a 50  cycle circuit a t  a 
pressure of 6,000 volts. They will be used for driving the pumps for the  mater- 
works, so that  a11 insulation must be non-absorbent and covered with moisture-proof 
compound. 

3. Eachmotor tobe provided wiLh the usual 'starting r e d a n c e  and short circuit- 
ing p a r , a n d  must start  pumping without materially exceeding normal current limits. 

4. The motors to be fitted with long bearings and suitable shafts, kc .  

5. The power factor a t  full load should not be less than 0.87, and a t  three- 

quarter load not less than 0.81. 
6. The temperature rise after 24 hours' run on full load should be stated in 

the annexed table. 
7. The comruercial efficiency should be filled in, in the annexed table. 

GUARANTEED EFFICIENCIES. 
- - 

150 H. P. Motor ... 
75 ,, a, ,.. 

Full load. t load. 
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pump bouae 8. The boards for thc pump house or nvuses, the case may be, to 
switch bonds.  conskt of three marble panels, cach fit,ted as  follow^ :-- 

2 fiIot,or panels e:~cli fitlecl-\\-ill~- 
1 Triplo pole high tonsion switch and fuses. 
1 \'oltmoler with trnnsformcr. 
1 Ammeter ,, 0 9  

1 W a l t  hour meter ,, 
1 Lighting panel fitled with- 

1 3 11. IV. trimsformer. 
1 Triple polo high Icusiou switch and fuses. 

1 ,, low ,, ,I 

Pum PR. 1. The total q~laiility of wuter to bo purnped for tho pre3ent is 180 gallons 
per inin~it,e; the to::~l lift., including frictional and other losses, is 1,800 feet. Lcngth 
of rising main is 4,500 feet. 

2. I t  is not dozided nq yet whether one or two lifts a r e  to be adopted. Tcnderers 
must therefore quote s e p ~ m t e l y  for - 

(a) Two pu~npa, each capable of the above output. 

( h )  Four p u ~ i i p ~ ,  each capable of lifting 180 gallons per minute to a height 
of 900 feet i~icluding frictional losses. 

3. Tho pumps are t,o be driven by three-phase induction molora working on a 
50 cyclc circuit and a t  a pressure of 6,000 volts. They will have 3, normal full loat1 
rating of 150 H. P. each in case ( 1 1 , )  and 75 H. P. each in case (b). 

4. The pump3 to be driven by ropes or suitable gearing to reduce the  speed; 
and the! must be fitted with a11 the necessary safeiy devi-e3 usual with pumps 
working under high pressure. 

5. The primp; are  intended to pump into the same rising main, but not to work 
together. Tenders i~lust include all conne.:tions and fitting3 ne:essery as  well as  
spares, tools, &c. 

6. Atlention has been drawn to the multi-stage or serie3 centrif~lgal pump, and 
tenderers should quote separately for this type 3 3  well as for any other, the conditions 
of clause 2 rerlinining the mme. These puinps will of course be driven direct by the 
mo:ors. 

7. Full details must be sent \vith the lenders as  well a3 drawings showing the 
oundations necessary. 

The spccifications mere distinctly vague and there was a lack of 
detail. The l ) ~ i ~ ~ p ~  were sub-contracted by the contractors and had up 
to the end of last se3so:l given endless trouble to all connected with 
them. 

The motors supplied were not according to the specification drawn 
up by the hIunicipa1 electrical engineer. 

They were made by the contractors and are of their standard 
three-phase induction "open" type with a n  output of 150 11. P., 
350 volts, 50 periods and run a t  a speed of 750 R. P. &I. (see 
plate no. XLIX and photo no. XII). The  frame is circular in shape and 
is made of cast iron with feet cast on to  i t  for bolting to bed-plate, bored 
and faced to take the stator stampinge. The  shaft is of mild steel with 
oil throwers to prevent the oil creeping into the rotor windings, and is 
carried on three cast iron pedestal bearings fittcd with bushes, lined 
with white metal and lubricated by oil rings. The whole is mounted 
on a cast iron bed-plate of heavy section, which rests on slide rails 
pro\-icled with dogs for tightening the ropes whcn necessary. The  
stator core is built up of laminations of charcoal iron stamped and 
assemblecl in a cast iron frame. Thc coils arc of the former type 
placed in semi-closed tunncls insulated with mica. The  rotor is provided 



with 3 phosphor bronze slip-rings, fixcd to, and illsulated from, the 
shaft. The  motors are controlled by an oil cooled three-phase starter. 

The  pumps, two in number (see plate no. L and photo no. X I I I )  Pumps. 
are of the Worthington horizontal, triplex type, with 3 single acting 
plungers G inches in diameter having a stroke of 16 inches arranged 
for driving by a double rcdnction of gearing. These pumps are capable 
of delivering 180 gallons per minute against a total hcail of 1,800 feet 
including suction and friction, when running a t  a spced of 44 R. P. M. 
The  crankshaft is of mild steel having thrcc cranks disposed at eqnal 
angles of 120 degrces and is extcnded a t  one end to receive the second 
reduction spur wheel. 

The  connecting rods are of mild steel and of the marine type. The  
crossheads are also of the marine type and are fitted with renewable 
slippers haying large wearing surfaces. 

The guides are of cast iron, secured to the bcd-plate of the pump, 
which is of heavy section cast iron and weighs approximately 5 tone. 
The main bearings and bed-plate are cast in one, the bearings being lined 
with gun-metal. The  pump barrels are cast iron fitted with deep 
stuffing boxes. The  glands and necks are lined with gun-metal. The 
glands are secured by stecl s buds and nuts. The valve boxes are of cast 
iron, fitted with covers to give free access to the valves. The valves and 
valve seats are of gun-metal and the plungers are of cast iron fitted with 
gun-metal sleeves. The  tccth of the gearing of the first reduction, a s  
originally supplied, was of the involute form and that of the second 
reduction WAS of the m-~chine-moulded double helical type. The  
pinion and countershafts are of mild sheel and c ~ r r i e d  on bearings cast 
01  the bed-pl~te,  and are lined with gun-m?tal. The pumps are 
lubricsted by mesns of oil rings on the pinion shaft and gresse cups on 
the coanber and cranksh,tfts. 

The pumps are driven by six cotton ropes from the motor. The Drive 

drive is 20 feet long. The pulleya ara ,of c ~ s t  iroa and of equal di~m.ter, 
viz. 28 inches. 

The switch board consists of three panels. One for each pumping, Switch board. 

unit and one for the lighting of tho pumping station. 
The following instruments arc mounted oq esch of the pump 

panels :- 
One high tension voltmeter reading 0 to 7,000 volts. 
One ,, ,, ammeter ,, 0 to 20 amperes. 
One balanced load Watt  meter. 
One high tension 3-pole oil switch. 
These, with the necessary transformers, high tension fuses, &c., are 

shown in the diagram of connections in plate no. L I .  The st3tion 
is lighted by a 3-phase, 3-lrilowatt, 6300/380 volt transformer with 
the neutral brought out giving 220 volts for lighting, and on thestation 
panel is lnounted a high tension oil switch and a 3-pole quick break 
low tension switch. 

Each pump set is fed through a 125 I(. W. 3-phase, 6,300/380 volt T r ~ n s f o r m ~ r s .  

oil coolcd transformer (see   late no. L I I ) .  These are connected to the 
high tension supply by means of led-covered, 3-cored paper-insulated 
cables, which run in 3-inch ducts through the pump house floor. Plste 
no. LIII sho~vs the low tension switch board and motor connections. 
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TROUBLES WITH THE PUMPING PLANT. 

The first seriolls break-down with the purllps occurred in November 

1001~ sod was to the r;rankshaft of no. 1 set breaking and smashin&! 

the entire bed-plate. The cause of this was a flaw in one of the 

webs. To the damagc the whole of that set had to be dis- 
mantled, and the bed-plate lifted off its foundations and patched a t  the 
fractures with ;-inch steel plate both inside and outside. These repairs 
mere carried out by tho contr;~ctors as the plallt had not, a t  that  date, 
been taken over by the Board's engineers. There is no doubt that, apart 
froln flaffs in the metal, the webs of these cranks are too light and a t  
an date new craulis with more mctal in the webs must bc put in. 
I n  May 1912 the crank of this ssmc pump set developed a fracture s t  
exactly the same place but fortunately this was discovered in time to 
prevent another complete smashing up of this set. Had this happcned 
it mould have meant the ordering of a new bed-plate. 

The defects noticed from time to time in the working of these 
pumps and the remedies applied ore stated a t  length in Appendix D. 

A weak point about the design of these pumps is the rope 
drive. To begin with there is no object in having a 7.ope drive at all 
as the motor and pinion shaft run a t  exactly the same speed. Hence 
there is no reason why they should not be direct geared through a 
flexible coupling without any intermediate drive. The bed points 
about the rope drive are :- 

(1) The drive is too short (20 feet). 
(2) The speed of the motor is too high (750 R. P. M.). 
(3) The diameter of the ropes is too great (I& inches). 
(4) The diameter of the pulleys is too small (28 inches). 

As a result of the above state of affairs, ropes were continually 
breaking ; so when the design of the gearing was gone into by the 
Board's engineers they also carefully considered the design of the rope 
drive. The result of their calculations was given in a report to the 
Board, the gist of which was as follows :- 

I t  is well known in connection with the rope drives that the diameter of the 

~ u l l e y  sl~ould be a t  lemt 30 times the diameter of the rope. Now the diameter of 
the ropes is 14 inches and of the pulley 28 inches ; this shows at once that the ralio of 
the ropes to the pulley is hopelessly out. 

I n  order to get as near as possible to the proper ratio it mas decided 
to replace the existing G grooved 28-inch diameter pulleys with pulleys 
of the same diameter with 10 grooves suitable for l-inch ropes. I t  should 
here be meutioned that it was impossible to increase the size of the 
pulleys owing to the construction of both the motor and the pump bed- 
plates. The following figures show how the size of the ropcs was 
arrived at  : - 

Din. of pulley 213 Diameter of rope = 
a 0  = -- 0.933 inches. 

30- 

Velocity of rope L Rp'ed- - 
12 

- - 3 . 1 4 1 6 ~ 2 A ~ 7 5 0  
ld 

=5,500 ft. per minule. 

H = PV - 33,000 K. 
Where H = horsc power transmitted by one rope. 
P = a constant relative to the girth of Lhe rope and in this case = 94. 
V = Velocity in feet per minute and in tllis case = 5,500. 
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f( = ConslanL depenrlant on the proportion of Lhe arc of contact of tbe rope with 
the pulley ant1 in this caw = 1. 

S4X5.500 
Therefore H = -- 

3J.OWX1 - .say 16 H. P. 
1 SO Number of ropes required = - = 9.4, say 10. 
16 

A copy of the report drawn up by the Board's engineers on the 
design of the various parts of the pumping plant giving trouble was sent 
to the ElecLrical Inspector to Government for criticism. He promptly 
replied that he cntirely agreed with the report and recommended that 
the Board's engiuecrs' suggestions for the rcmedy of thcse troubles 
should be carried out. 

On receipt of this reply pulleys were ordered with ten 1-inch grooves 
instead of six 18-inch grooves. This alteration has also proved s 
success. A set of one-inch ropes has now been running for nearly 
a year and is still in good condition. Whereas with the original 
ropes, in one set two ropes broke after four days' running and the 
fracture was not a t  the splice. 

After considering and acting on their engineers' advice the Board 
decided to ask the contmctors to d e f r ~ y  the exponse of the alterations 
which they promptly refused to do and at  the same timn denied that the 
design of the pumps mas faulty. That the original design of the pump 
gearing and rope drive was defective is proved by the fact that since 
the re-desigoing of the parts in question little or no trouble has been 
experienced. 

I n  consequence of the frequent break-downs a t  the pumping station, 
the pumps have been severely criticised by engineer critics from time 
to  time and many suggestions have been made regarding them. I n  
most of these suggestions centrifugal pumps have been strong fnvourites 
and if the quantity of water to be dealt with had been thousands of 
gallons per minute, instead of hundreds, this type of pump would have 
been the most suitable. But as the quantity of water is very small 
compared with the lift there csn be no doubt that the ram type of pump 
is the most efficient for this servioe. 

A mistake was made in not asking the pump mlbers to supply more 
spares. I t  is true that in the spscificbtioa spares were mentioned but 
that was about all. The ln~ke r s  supplied the sltms as they mould to s 
similar plant at  home, but what applies to spJres for a home plant does 
not apply to a plant in India more especially in out-of-the-way stations in 
the hills. I n  the "spares " section of the specific~tion i t  would not have 
been too much to csll for conaplete sets of all moving parts of the p~unp, 
with the exception perhaps of the plungers, guides and connecting rods. 
Further, in view of the complicated mbchinery at  the pump house, i t  
would have beell wise to have provided a workshop equipped with 

tools capable of de~l ing  with any ordinsry break-down that 
might happen, and a t  all events if funds would not run to this the 
workshop a t  the power house ought to have been ploperly equipped 
with up-to-d~te machinery. 



CHAPTER IV. 
WATER WORKS* 

Water eupply. The supply of water is obtained from three springs situated on the 
west slope of Herne Hill beyond the Happy Valley (see plate no. I). 
The positions of tho springs with regard to the pumping station are 
shown on plate no. XIV. 

From discharges taken during the three years 1908 to 1910 it was 
found that the supply available in gallons per minute was- 

Spring no. 1, maximum 44, minimum 18. 
,, 2 ,, 65 ,, 25 
,, 3 ,, 95 ,, 73 - - 

Total ,, 204 ,, 116 - - 
The total' minimum supply is therefore 167,040 gellons pee day 

which is equivalent to 9+ gallons per head of the population as deter- 
mined by the summer census of 1910. 

The water of all three springs is of excellent quality as far as 
freedom from orgenic matter and bacteria is concerned, but it is un- 
doubtedly hard. The following is an  analysis of a sample taken from 
the collecting reservoir a t  the pumping station in November 1909 :- 

... Total solid parts per 100,000 ... ... 72 
... Chlorine parts per 100,000 ... ... 1.0 
... Total hardness in grains per gallon ... ... 52.5 

... Fixed hardness per gallon ... ... 31.5 
Free ammonia in parts per 100,000 ... ... ... 0.005 
Albuminoid ammonia ,, ,, ... ... ... O s O O 1  
Nitrites and nitrates ,, ,, ... ... ... Nil.  

The spring water is impounded in small masonry tanks (plate 
no. XV, figure 1) a t  points where i t  issues from the hillsides and is  
completely covered in to protect it from surface contamination. As 
a further precaution against contamination by percolation the whole 
of the drainage area on the hillsides above the springs, amounting t o  
83 acres of forest and grass land, has been acquired and the grazing 
of cattle within it prohibited. I t  is, however, doubtful whether thie 
was really necessary as the source of water supply in the springs is  
deep seated. This is evidenced by the fact that in 1909-1910 the 
minimunt discharges from the springe were recorded in July though 
in that year the rains broke early and were abnormally heavy; thirty 
inches being recorded in the vicinity between the 1st of June and the 
middle of July. The spring water is a t  all times perfectly clear. No  
arrangements for filtration have been provided and in the circum- 
stances none seem necessary. 

Near spring no. 2 a small collecting reservoir (plate no. XV, figure 
2) of similar deaign to the i~npounding tanks has been constructed and 
connected to them by means of pipes. From this reservoir the combined 
supply is conveyed to another reservoir a t  the pumping station. The 
impounding and collecting tanks are constructed of uncoursed rubble 
masonry on a slab of concrete 1Q feet thick and are roofed over with 
brick arching. The mortar used is composed of 1 part stone lime, 1& 



parts surkhi and 4 part sharp bajri. The interior of the tank ie plastered 
with a, mixture of I part Portland cement, 1 part hankar lime and 
3 parts bq'ri. A small door of galvanized sheet iron, hung on 
steel framing, is provided a t  the lower cud of each tank and a strainer 
of wove wire is fitted in grooves in the upper end wall where the spring 
discharges into the tank. When it is necessary to empty the tank for 
cleaning or repairs tho spring can be diverted into a pipe leading 
through the side wall by removing the wire strainer and replacing it 
by wooden planks. 

The  pipes from the springs to the collecting reservoir and from 
the latter to the reservoir a t  the pumping station are of galvanized 
lapwelded mild steel, the ends being turned up and joined together by 
means of split flanges of cast steel and fibre washers. I t  was a t  first 
proposed to bring the water from the springs to the pumping station in 
e 

masonry ducts but this idea was subsequently abandoned on sanitary 
grounds and on the score of expense. I t  may be mentioned here that 

steel pipes are admirably adapted for hill work owing to the 
facility with which they can be bent cold to any angle up to 20 to 25 
degrees from the straight. This is a great advantage in laying pipea 
along tho contour of a hill and obviates, to  a great extent, the necessity 
for using specially made bends. The pipes are bent without filling 
them with sand, generally either in the fork of a tree or, if the 
ground is hard, in the trench itself round the convex face of the curve. 
~t may also be noted that such pipes are bent more easily in summer 
than in winter particularly if their temperature is raised by placing 
them in the sun. 

The  following ore the discharge ca acities of these pipe linee ee 
GZE 

from Box's formula H = -- (3 d) 5' 
(i) Spring no. 1 to small collecting tank- 

... ... Length of pipe line ... 320 feet. 
... ... ... Head .,. 93 ,, 
... ... Diameter of pipe ... ... 2 inches. 

... ... Discharge capacity .., 82 gallons 
per minute. 

(ii) Spring no. 2 to  small collecting tenk- 
... ... ... Length of pipe line 90 feet, 

... . . .  ... Head ... 7 ,, 
... ... Diameter of pipe.. . ... 3 inches. 
. . .  ... Discharge capacity ... 117 gallons 

per minute. 
(iii) Spring no. 3 to small collecting tank- 

... ... Length of pipe line .., 1,012 feet. 

... ... ... Head ., . 90 ,, 
... ... ... Diameter of pipe.. . 3 inches. 
... ... ... Discharge capncity 125 gallons 

per minute. 

(iv) Small collecting tank to collecting reservoir a t  pumping 
stntion- 

... ... ... Length of pipe line 1,926 feet. 

... ... ... ... Head 33 ,, 
. . .  ... Diameter of pipe ... 5 inches. 
. . .  ... Discharge capacity ... 198 gallons 

per minute. 



This is almost equal to the maximum combined discharge of the  
springs mhicb, however, occurs a t  a time of the year when the con- 
sumption is a t  its minimum. 

Punipi~~g etntion. The pumping station is situated a t  the bottom of the valley 
between Abbey Hill and Herne Hill about 3 miles from the Library 
and a mile below the "Old Brewery" from which i t  is reached by 
means of a service road 8 feet wide and an  average gradient of 1 i:1 10. 

The station (plate no. XV) comprises the following buildings :- 

1. Pump house. 
2. Drivers' quarters. 

3. Menials' quarters. 

4. Collecting reservoir, and 
5. Inspecting officer's room and store. c 

The pump house (plate no. XVI), in which are erected two sets of 
pumps, nlotors and transformers, measures 50 feet x 24 feet inside and 
has a tower 7 feet x 7 feet in one corner in which are located the 
switch board apparatus and electric wira connections. The  high 
tension lines are led into the building through apertures in the walls of 
this tower. 
Q 

The class of work in the pump house is generally similar to tha t  
in the power house. 

To enable any part of the plant t o  be lifted and handled for repairs, 
rolled steel joists, on which differential pulley blocks run in the ordinary 
way, have been fixed across the building a t  suitable intervals a t  a height 
of 14 feet above the floor. I t  mould have been a better arrangement if 
an overhead travelling crane had been provided. There are two sets of 
motor-driven pumps-one for use, the other as  a stand-by. Both deliver 
into the same rising main. The  motors have a full-Ioad rating of 150 
B. H.  P .  aud are connected with the pumps by means of a rope drive 
and gearing which reduces the motor speed of 750 revolutions per 
millute to 45 at  the pump crank shaft. The pumps are of the Worth- 
ington three-illrow type with barrels G inches in diameter and a length 
of styolie of 15 inches. They have been designed to deliver 180 gallons 
per lllinute through a 5-inch rising main 4,500 feet long, against a 
head (includiug frictional and othcr losses) of 1,800 feet. The  actual 
vertical lift is 1,722 feet, including the suction lift of 119 feet, wIlilst, 
owing to a subsequent change in the site of tho pumping station, the 
length of the rising main has been increased to 6,000 feet. With 
speed of 45 strokes per minute the theoretical delivery of the pumps is 
207 gallons so that the allowance lllada for slip on an effective delivery 
of 180 gallons per minute is practically 13  per c a t .  

The following are the results of actual tests made in 1909 :- 

Pu71zp se t  no. 1. 
... Duration of test . . .  . . . ... 1 hour. 

Speed of pump . . .  ... . . .  ... 44 slrol;e3 
per minu!e. 

. . .  I)el;vary rer m;nu:e by meter . . .  . . .  153.9 gallons. 
... Percentage of slip ... ... . . . .  9-13 gallons. 



Pzi,mp set  no. 2. 
Duration of test.. . . . .  . . .  . . .  1 hour. 
Spced of pump ... ... . . .  . . .  43.25 ~t rokaq  per 

n~inute. 
Delivery per minute by meter ... ... 190.76 gallons. 
Percentage of elip ... . . .  . . .  H.:Li, gnllon~. 

Outside the 11urnp house a sluice valve is fitted 011 the rising main 
and, below it, a doad weight relief safety valve 29 inches in diameter 
with a 5-inch pipe leading from it (the safety valve) into the collecting 
reservoir. 

As i t  has been found impracticable tu skart the motors a,n&inst 
the inertia of the full column of water in the rising main, the sluice valve 
is shut down to cut off the pressure to begin with and pumping ie 
commenced against the relief valve, weighted up to the load the motors 
will take at starting. As  the motors take up the load the sluice valve 
is gradually opened to its full extent, whilst the relief vdve is a t  the 
same time proportionately weighted up. I n  this way the pumps start 
by pumping back into the collecting reservoir through the relief valve 
pipe and continue to do so in gradually decreasing quantity for several 
minutes until the motors take up the full load, when th.e flow through 
the relief valve ceases. 

The pumps and motors are set on foundations of cement concrete 
4 feet thick to which the cast iron bed plates- are secured by holding- 
down bolts. The vibration in the pumps was at  first considerable and 
was communicated to the walls of the pump house t o  such an exbent. 
that  fears were entertsined that it might eventually affect the stability 
of the building. To counteract this. the p u q  foundations were isolated 
by making a channel 6' inches wicTe. and I4 feet- deep a11 round them and 
filling i t  with sand. This greatly reduced the vibration in the walls 
whilst on the &her hand the pumps themselves ran. much more 
emoothly after t he  new gearing had been in use far some time. The 
pump bed plafes m i g h  4. tons each, 

The collecting reservoir (plate no? X - n J  adjoins the. p~mrp house an& 
measures &feet x 2 5  f k t  with a, depth: of 8:feet to full supply level. 

The walls are constructed of rubble masonry laid- in mortar 
Qomposed of 1 part stone lime, 18 parts surlchi and 8 part bnjri, The 
concrete in the floor and foundations is composed of 100 parts stone 
ballast and 45 parts mortar similar to- that used for the masonry; The 
interior, both floor and malls; up to 1. foot above full supply- level ig 
plastered with: mortar consisting of 1 part llanknr lime and 1- part 
bajri finished off with a thin coating of Portlauil cement.. The exterior 
is plastered with a mixture of stone lime, s f ~ r l ~ h i  and bnj1.i.- The roofing 
is similar t o  that' of the pump house, i. e. galvanized corrugated iron on 
a bar iron framing. Scour and overflow pipes 5 inc,hes.i,n diameter are 

and the suction pipes.which have rose hcads and flap valves. 
a t  their lower ends are of the same diameter. 

The subsdiary buildings(p1sto no. XVII).comprise t'mo sets-of qnar- 
hers for the native drivers, a block of four units for c1eaners:nnd oilers; a .  
block consisting of a room with. a beth room- for inspecting officers and a 
store godown.. All. these boildings~aro constructed. of ordinary rubble: 
masonry with roofi!lg of gal:vmieod corcugated- iron obi C ~ T  W ~ J  fr.~lni'~g.. 
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As llns been stated above, the rising main (plate no. XVIII )  1 1 % ~  3 

lengtll of 6,000 feet nllc1 a vertical rise of 1710'5 feet fro111 tile pulllps t o  
the reserroir on tllc top of Vincent's Hill. The static pressure on tho 
pipes a t  the pulllp house is therefore 1710'5 x '434 - 742'36 lbs. per 
q u a r e  incll. Tho line runs for the most part obliquely up the hillside 
and fo]lo,vs, as closc.ly as the nature of thc ground will perlllit, a str.light 
line drawn b e t ~ e c n  the terminal points. The  pipes have been buried to  
a, lllinilnUl~ drpth of 1 foot below ground level wherever this was 
practicsb]e. At six points mvhore the line crosses small watcrconrses, 
the pipes are camied on masonry pillars and a t  scveral placcs wherc the 
line runs up a steep slope i t  has been found necessaiy to build 
cross bars of dry stone masonry a t  intervals of about 20 feet to prevent 
the pipe trench from being scoured ont during the rains. Two thrust 
bloclis haye been given a t  thc  pump house, viz. one a t  each of 
the riglit angled horizontal bends which carry the  pipe linc, as  i t  
leaves the pumps, clear of the building. These thrust blocks aro con- 
structed of cement ooncrete and the pipes are secured to them by means 
of iron collars and holding down bolts. A third thrust block is provided 
about half way up the liue where, after crossing a nnla, it bcnds sharply 
up s w r y  steep hillside. At the upper end of the line, where the pipes 
are carried up a clif£ 70 feet in height, thrust blocks have been given 
both a t  the bottom of the cliff and a t  the top just outside the reservoir. 
Two non-return valves are provided on the line a t  about one-third and 
tmo-thirds of the distance from either end. A Kent's meter is fixed a t  
the upper end. 

Throughout the distribution system, including the pipes from tho 
springs to the pumping station, all pipes bet wee:^ 2& inches and 5 inches 
in diameter are of the ssme type and materid as  those in the rising mzin. 
The latter are 5 iuclies in diameter and '232 feet thick. Details of the 
joints are given on plate no. XX, figure 1. These joints were found to  
be quite satisfactory everywhere except on the rising main where pressures 
are unusually great. They gave trouble particularly in plaoes where i t  
was not found possible to steady the pipes by burying them in the ground. 
The  flznges which were of cast iron were found to be too weak and they 
usually failed by snapping across the bolt holes where the two half 
flanges overlap. This generally occurred when the bolts were being 
tightened up during construction, but i t  was no infrequent occurrence 
to find similar failures along the line after the pipes had been put into 
use. A supply of cast steel flanges of the design shown in figure 2 of 
plate no. XX was sibsequently obtained and these have stood tho 
strain without a single case of failure. During the first year's working 
one pipe burst along the lap weld, whilst several gave way a t  the angle 
formed by the turned up end. These failures were evidently due to 
defects in the manufacture of the pipes. 

The old Mussoorie water supply (plate no. XXI) installed in 1893 
mas obtained mainly by pumping from the Mackinnon spring but was 
supplemented by a number of smaller springs in different parts of the 
station from which the water was lcd in pipes to suitable points where 
iron de l i~ery  tanks of from 400 to 800 gallons capacity were erected. 
The supply from the Biaalrinnon spriug, amounting a t  its lniniruum to  
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about 40 gallons pcr minute, was pumped up from the pumping station, 
o!l the south side of the hill below the Library, illto a reservoir of 

72,000 g ~ l l o n s  capacity, situated on the spur behind the Librery. ~h~ 
pulllps which arc llow ollly retained for uso as n, yt,znd-hy in cnse of 
a break-down in the nlorc modern plnnt, are steam-driven and of the 
Worlhington t y p .  ' lho llft is GOO fect and rthe diamekr of the 
3 inches. From the reservoir a 2-incls pipe line runs along 
the f ih l l  to  the e l l h r ~ n ~ e  to the tennis grounds a t  the Happy Valley, 
mllilst allo!llcr lint: varying from 3 illches to 1 inch in diameter goes 
castward along the Mall to the foot of Club Hill and thence along 

the N,~souic rozd to its junction with Airfield road. Both these lines, 
a s  well as the reservoir which feeds them, have been utilised in the new 

distribution system. The following splings which give small supplies 
by gravitation have also, ior the present, been retained for service : - 

(1) Cl~nlmer Kltz~d Spring, (plate no. XXI). The supply from this 
amounting to 5 gallons per minute is carlied along the hillside below 
the  Mall eaetward to  Hampton Court. The line is 7,500 feet long 
with a fall of 19 feet and the bore of the pipe is 2 inches. The piping 
is mostly of black iron laid many years ago and is in very indifferent 
order. I t  will be necessary before long to abandon this line, as  under 
existing conditions i t  will not be worth while to renew the piping. 
Tho servico tanks a t  the springs, as well as  a t  Shawfield road and 
Hampton Court, will, however, be retained, the last two being connected 
with the  new distribution system. 

(2) Khattapani Spring,  (plate no. XXI). This spring yields a 
minimum of 4 gallons per minute and is served by a pipe line about 1+ 
miles in length which discharges into two 2,500-gallon iron tanks erected 
on  the north slope of the hill below the Mall near Garden Reach. There 
is very little pressure in this Line and  the pipes (34 inches in bore) are 
of diverse kinds. Much of the original piping made of galvanised sheet 
iron and put down over 30 years ago has since been renewed. The 
maintenance of the line under existing conditions is a matter of doubtful 
utility but it is retained as it would be useful in case of a break-down. 

(3) Brooklands Spring, (plate no. XXI). The supply from this 
spring an~ounting a t  a minimum to about 6 gallons per minute is carried 
for about half a mile in a 2-inch pipe and delivered into three iron service 
tanks each of 800 gallons capacity erected a t  the upper end of Barlow- 
ganj bazar. This pipe line is in good serviceable condition and as the 
water is of excellent quality the system is being retained for the supply 
of the bozw. Any shortage in supply may be made up by tapping the 
new main which runs close by. 

The new distribution system is fed by gravity from two masonry 
service reservoirs (plate no. XIX) constructed a t  Craig Top, the 
highest point of Vincent's Hill. Each reservoir measures 40 feet 
x 2 5  feet inside and holds 50,000 gallons. Owing to the nature of the 

site it was found necessary to place them a t  different levels, the floor of 
reserroir no. 1 into which the rising main discharges being 84 feet higher 
thall the floor of no. 2 from which the  4$-inch service main takes off. 
These reservoirs are similar in design and C O I ~ S L ~ U C ~ ~ O ~  to the  collecting 
rcs=voir a t  the pumping station and are connected by a 5-inch pipe with 
o sluice valvd to regulate the discharge from the upper into the lower. 
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The pipee need for distribution are of miId steel, lap melded md 

Flvknised. In all pipes from (&-inoh to 24-inch bore the joints are 
sinvlar to tllosa already described for the rising main. I n  those from 

2-ipch to Id-inch bore the pipes have fbnges screwed on to thcir ends, 
These flanges me faced and grooved and bolted together by four bolts of, 
#-inch diameter, red fibre washers being uwd to make the joints water- 
tight. Pipes of 1-inch bore aud under have the ordinary screw and socket 
joints, A 4fr-inch runs from the lower reservoir on Vincent's Hi l l  
to the existing r e se~mi r  of 30,000~gallonscapacity on Camel's Back Hill, 

A branch of this line which takes off near its head goes off towards 
the west, along Blucher's Hill to  the foot of Abbey Hill. A t  uppep 
Mussoorie bazar anothen branch goes off in a northerly direction, via 
Tullamore road and Happy Valley, to the foot of Herne Hill. Further  
on a short branch pipe 34 inches in bore connects the  4i-inch main 
with the reservoir near the Library from which tho old pipe lines 
running west along the Mall are fed. From the former of these a 
1-inch pipe is taken off to flush the sewage main which conveys the 
greater p u t  of the night soil of Mussoorie to the trenching grounds a t  
BhiLarlr, 

From the reservoir on Camel's Back a 34-inch main runs to a point 
s n  the Mall below the Himalaya Club, whence the line is continued 
by e 2i-inch pipe to  the Landour bazar. Near the end of the 3 i - inch  
main a branch line is taken off and after croasing Club Hill goes on to, 
Barlowganj,. following for the most part the Rajpur-Mussoorie bridle, 
r o d .  Plans and sections of the main. and branch lines are given in  
plates na. XXI, X X I I  and X X I I I .  

The standposts (plate no. XXIV)' are erected on pIatforms of 
brick-work and are each provided with two Kennedy's patent, non-con- 
oussion, seK-closing, brass taps, 4 an  inch in diameter. Under one of the. 
tape there is,a sxllntll sloping platform. of masonry on. which the bhisti. 
places his water bag while it, is being filled.. The  other bap is used for 
filling buckeb or other water veesels, The  break-pressure tanks which4 
are also) used; as  service tanks. are of galvanised iron, 4 feet cube, having 
a capacity of 400 gallons. Each tank is furnished with, zt floating ball! 
valve to. regulate the supply, and  two delivery galvanised iron taps; 
l-inch in diameter: Maaonry platforms are provided similar to those for 
the standposts. There are in all 19. standposts and 5 break-pressure 
service tanks which, together with the 9 old. standposts and 6 old 
aervice tanks connected to the new distribution system, give 39 points 
of delivery to the public or practically one point to every 450 of the 
total summer population of 17,420. With a view to stimulating the 
demand for house connections it mas considered inadvisable to be over- 
liberal in the provision of public standposts a t  the outset and this has) 
proved to be sound policy inasmuch as about 140 metred house connec- 
tions~ from which the goard is deriving a, considerable income, have 
already been installed. 

There is nothing on record to show that detailed surveys and 
oalculations mere ever made for the water distribution before the pipes 
end fittings were ordered from England. By the end of B O G  practi- 
oally all the pipes and fittings had arrived and the only information, 

, 



available as  to tho laying of them was contained in an  eight inch to the 
milc map of Mussoorie on which the rising and service mains had been 

marked roughly in blue lines. Any rough calculations that may have 
been made for the lengths and sizes of tho pipes appear to have been 
bascd on this map and on the assumption that tho quantity of water 
to be distributed was 180 gallone per minute, i.e. the delivery speci6csd 
for the pumps a t  the pumping station. The result of t h i ~  want of fall 
and correct data at  the outset was that the materials on hand had to be 
utilised in the best manner possible, and additional material to a consi- 
derable extent had eventually to be procured. 

Calculations of the discharges of the main and branch pipe lines 
based on the pump delivery of 180 gallons per minute are given in 
Appendix E. I n  these calculations the population to be served has 
been taken at  18,000. 

I xeox~a. This gives an  allowance of ,,, . = 7'2 gallons per head of popu- 
lation per diem assuming a draw of 12 hours. This allowance may 
seem small for a large town, but it must bo remembered that there are 
no industries in the place which tax the resources of the water-supply. 
The  breweries that do exist have their own pipe lines from independent 
springs and are therefore not dependent on thc water works system. 
The  consumption of water in the hills for domestic purposes is also 
naturally lower than in the plains of India. 

I n  the new distribution system there arc 5 break-pressure reservoirs 
of 400 gallons each and 19 standposts. These reservoirs are each 
furnished with two delivery taps of 1 inch diameter and are themselves 
used a s  service tanks. Should the supply ever fall short of the demand 
at or near the terminal poiuts by reason of an excessive draw on the 
pipes the number of service tanks can always be increased. 

According to the census taken during the season of 1910 the popua 
lation of Mussoorie within Municipal limits was 17,420 of whom 3,976 
were Europeans or Eurasians and 13,4~44 Indians. 

The census area, however, includod a number of outlying inhabited 
sites beyond the scope of the distribution system. As has been already 
mentioned, the minimum yield from the 3 springs that have been taken 
up is 116 gallons per minute or 167,010 gallons per day. This amount 
can be pumped up in 15* hours. During the two seasons the new water 
supply has been in service the maximum consumption in one day has 
not exceeded 120,000 gallons whilst the maximum daily average for 
any one month was 86,176 gallons. There is therefore an  ample 
margin for future expansion. 

The scheme as originally drawn up provided for an extension of 
the water supply to the Landour Cantonment, but this part of the pro- 
ject was, as  has been mentioned in n previous chapter, subsequently 
omitted from the revised cstimate, owing to disagreement between the 
Municipal and Military authorities. Lator on negotiations mere re- 
sumed and in the beginning of 1910 a 1-inch pipe line wss laid by 
the Board as a temporary arrangemeut from the end of the 24-inch 
main to the Supply and Transport office, close to the Soldier's Home 
above the Landour bazar, in order to s~~pplement the Cantonment supply 
from springs which were found to be insufficient to meet the requirement 



during the season. Under this arrangement (which was renewed 
for tlle season of 1011) the Board..provided and maintained tho pipe lina 

charged for the water consumed a t  the rate of Rs. 2-8-0 per 1,000 
g3llons. From 15,000 to 20,000 gallons per day can be spared for this 
purpose and can be delivered into a reservoir on some suitable site near 
the Supply and Transport office wl~ence it can be pumped up to the top 
of the Landonr hill, a height of about 600 feet. 
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APPENDIX A . 
Items . 

- 
1 .-Read Workr- 

Dam .. . . . . . . 
Intake . . . . .. . . 
Reservoir . . . . . . . . 
Off take m d  penstook ohambers . . . . 
Building8 for housing men in oharge . . 
Retaining walls .. . . . . 
Bcrvico road ... .. . . . . 

9.-Powcr pipe line- 
Power pipea and fittings delivered a t  B v m b  . . 
Railway freight and oarriage to eite .. 
Erection and fitting . . . . .. 
Construotion of pipe traok . . .. 
Bal sleopers under pipes .. . . . . 
Bridging streem . . . . . . 
Toola and plant a . . . . . 

9.-@eneraling Slatlon- 
(a) Power House.. 

Plant and apparataa . . a . . . 
Overhead crane . . . . . . 
Erection of plant . . . . . . 
Clearing sito. drainage and retaining-walls .. 
Power house building . . . . . . 
Buperintendent'a quartera . . . . 
Drivera' quarters . . . . . . 
Cleaners' .. . . . . . . 
Bervico road . . . . . . 
Temporary buildings . . a . . . 

(6) Workshopn- 
Plant and apparatus .. . . . . 
Building .. . . . . a . 
Retaining walls . . a . . . 

4.-Trannforiner elationr- 
Plant and apparatus . . . . . . 
Erection of .. . . . . . . 
Buildings . . 
Bervice roede. retaining k ~ s .  fen0i.b. &o . . .  

5.-Primory mainn- 
Copper wire . . . . . . 
Insulelora . . . . . . . . 
Lighting arreators . . . . . . 
Barbed wire . . . . . . . . 
Be1 ballis .. .. . . .. 
Sal cross arms . . . . . . 
Bolts and nute. stays. &o . . . 
Digging holea and building p ~ t a e '  ' a . 
Erection . . . . . . . . 

6.-Secondary Mains.- 
Copper wire . . . . .. 
Insulators . . . . . . 
Lighting arrestors . . . . . . 
8111 ball~s . . . . . . . . 
Gal cross arms . . . . .. 
Telegraph posts . . . . .. 
Bolts and nuts. stays. &a . . . . . 
Digging holes. &o . . .  . . . . 
Erection . . . . . . . . 

7.-Rood lighting.- 
Arc lamps . . .. . . . . 
Pillars for lamps . . . . . . 
Inoandescent lamps . . . . . . 
Copper wire . . . . . . . . 
Insubtors . . . . . . . . 
Erection ... . . . . . . 

8.-Teleplons Equipment- 
Telephone instruments and fittings . . 
Copper wire .. . . . . . . 
Ereotion . . . . . . . . 

9.- Water 8upply.- 
(a) Springs and intake- 

Berviaa road to springs . . . . 
Impounding tanks . . . . . . 
Pipe lines from springs to pumping station . . 

Total . . 
-- 

Totel . 
Re . 

98. 989 

1.86. OM) 

1.95. 685 

48. 621 

72. 160 

80. 642 

17. 912 

6. 211 

Amount . 

Re . 
3. 956 
1. 950 

18. 194 
a. 395 
1. 0% 
2. 317 
1. 974 -- 

1.35. 870 
14. 384 
9. 383 

17. 168 
8. 952 
4. 588 
1. 205 - - 

56. 790 
2. 280 
a. 2W 
6.640 

18. 249 
8. 408 
2. 192 
1. 121 

20. 085 
4. 673 

6. 0;O 
6. 239 

767 
-.- 

90. 400 
4. 339 

15. 415 
2. 473 - 

13. 306 
a. 970 
4. 470 
1. 804 

26. 314 
3. 012 
3. 232 
2. 413 

14. 740 -- 
40. 077 
a. 565 
8. 447 
1. 364 

423 
16. 068 
3.898 

647 
7. 065 - - 
3. 065 
9. 452 
1. 627 

144 
167 

a,767 -- 
4. 031 

695 
545 

1. 395 
1. 032 
8.359 -- 

10. 786 

Borrmrka . 



TotaL Remrke. 

BE. 

1,69,618 

10,041 

33,999 

61,714 

89,699 

97P3D 

G2,9?7 -- 
9,82,840 

( 2A 

Itsme. 

( b )  Pumping etation- 
Plant and epparatua . . . . .. 
Ereation . . . . . . . . 
Pump house building . . . . . . 
Colleoting reservoir . . . . .. 
Drivers' qumrtars . . . . . . 
Meniala' ,, . . . . 
Inspeoting o5cor's qnsrkrs and alore room . . 
Temporary buildings . . . . . . 
Oleering mite . a . . 
Retaining wdle m d  drai'ds . . . a 

Berviua road . . . . . . 
Total .. 

(c) Rising main- 
Pipes nnd Bttinge . . . . . . 
Pipe laying . . . . . 

Totel . . 
Id) 8erpico resemoir . . . . 
r )  D~et r~bnt~on  mains, &o.- 

Pipes and fittinge . . . . . . 
Pipe laying . . . . . . 
Btand pasts and de1iver;'tanke . . . . 
Water meter . . . . . . 

Total . 
Total for water-eupply . . 

10.-Slors and tool#- . . . . . . 
11.-l+eight cAorgs#- 

Railway freight from Bombay . . . 
Landing and forwarding oharges . . . . 
Customs duty . . . . . . 
Carrimge from Debra . . . . . . 

1 - E a l h m e  . . . . . . 
13.-Compsarolion for land, 4g.e.- 

Purchase of land at  Murray Springs 
aompen~ation for other land . .. . . 
Oompensation for trees .. . . 

14.-dtwk- .. . , . . . . 
15.-Confirgml charger.- 

Preliminmy charges , . . . 
6alatiee of Contraotor's Engineerl , . . . 
Otlice contingenaia . . .. 

.a . • 
Onurn TOTAL . . 

o m  

Re. 
41,708 
2,791 
6,968 
6,039 
1,892 
1,497 
1,616 

466 
1,427 
3,251 
1,661 -- 

67,348 --- 
17,834 
2,059 -- 

19,893 -- 
16,099 --- 
29,378 
6,289 
3,676 
1,149 

40,399 

. . -- .. 
13,743 
3,490 
1,4GG 

16,287 --- 
. . 

25,098 
8,926 
6;876 --- 
. . 

10,298 
39,762 
4,919 -- 
. . 



APPENDIX B. 

Earn governor consists of the following principal parts (see pho:o no, I 
and plate no. XXXIII) :- 

1. Receiver (1) 
pressure lank (2) : : : } with necessary y i p  connections. 

8. Power pump (3,lO) driven by pulley (4). 
4. Hydraulic cylinder ((33). 

5. Balanced regulating valve (14). 

6. Centrifugal governor head (30,38,41). 

7. Anti-racing mechanism consisting of :-Lever (110), dash pot (43), valve 
stem rack (74) and pinion (47). 

The pressure tank (2) containing air and oil in nearly equal volumes under a 
pressure of from 100 to 200 Ibs. per square inch serves as a source of energy for the 
hydraulic cylinder of the governor. The smaller compartment (1) serves as a receiver 
of oil exhausted from the hydraulic cylinder. 

The function of the pump is to remove the oil from the receiver as fast as i t  
accumulates and return it  to the pressure tank. I n  so doing all the energy given by 
the pressure tank to the hydraulic cylinder is restored to the former. But it  should 
be observed that the pump restores this energy at  a constant and comparatively 
slow rate, while the hydraulic cylinder, when required, uses the energy from the tank 
rery rapidly. 

The oil from the pressure tank is supplied to the working cylinder (62) through 
the regulating valve (14) arranged to discharge or exhaust oil directly and rapidly 
into, or from, either end of the cylinder. This regulating valve (14) and the sleeve 
in which i t  travels are  made of hardened steel and the valve is well balanced. 

The connection between the centrifugal balls and the regulating valve (14) is a 
valve stem in two parts (53) connected by a screwed coupling (52) so arranged that 
the total length can be increased or diminished. The normal running speed of the 
governor may thereby be altered This valve stem (53) terminates above, inside the 
top of the governor head in a very steep pitch screm. This screw may be turned in a 
nut which cannot rotate but which moves up and down with the flange to which the 
upper ends of the flat springs carrying the balls (30) are fastened. 

The portion of the valve stem above the adjusting coupling (52) carries a pinion 
(47) which engages with a rack (74) normally held in a central position by means of 
a tension spring (48). The part of the valve stem containing the steep pitch screw, 
pinion and rack, is a portion of the anti-racing mechanism. Through the lever (110) 
reduced motion is transmitted to the dash pot piston rod (77) and thence through the 
&sh pot itself to the spring centred rack (74). If the daah pot could be considered as 
rigid with its piston, every displacement of the piston rod rack (127) would result in a 
corresponding but reduced displacement of the small rack (74) and consequently in 8 

rotation of the upper part of the valve stem. This, through the action of the steep 
pitch screw inside the governor head, would tend to raise or lower the valve. 

The assumption just made that the dash pot and its piston form a rigid connection 
is not strictly true but it  is nearly so for quick movement. The oil contained within 
the dash pot allows the piston to move slowly in either direction without great resist- 
ance. Therefore if the piston rod (127) makes a sudden out~vard movement, the 
valve stem (53) will be instantly depressed, but through the action of the tension 
spring (48), which is continually tending to bring the rack (74) back to its central 
position, the body of the dash pot will gradually move with respect to its piston until 
the small rack has come back to its central position. At the same time valve stem 
(53) will be moving up, bringing with it  the valve. 

That this an~i-racing mechanism is an essential v t  of the governor mill now be 
demonstrated. First assume that it did not exist and let there be a plain connection 

betveen the governor top and the regulating valve (14) ; that is to say let the valve 



stelll (58) be of unchanging length. Now let the governor be attached to a water 

wheel running a t  nor~~~cr l  speed. The regulating valve (14) would be in its mid- 
position and there would be no tendency for ~novcment of the hydraulic piston. Then 
let a snlnll load change occur. Instantly the centrifugal balls mill move to throw 

the piston rod (127) out or in. The ~uovement of thir pirlon rod mould continue as 

long the speed was away from the normal or until the piston had travelled its full 

s,roke, I n  n Pelton wheel installation, the speed might be away from the normal for 

several and since the governor would make a complete stroke in 3 seconds or 
less it  is cle3r that the nozzle would be deflected from and r e t u n e d  to its normal posi- 
tion long before the speed had come back to the normal. As n result the speed mould. 
not only come back to the normal but would go beyond it  in the other direction revers- 
ing the displacement of valve (14) and causing the piston of the governor to over travel 
~ ~ a i n  in the opposite direction. 

Tllis action would be repeated indefinitely which, to say the least of it, would be 
obj ect ionable. 

Now consider the ant i -raiug mechanism in use under the same conditions. First 
the speed being normal the valve (14) mill be in its mid-position and the governor will 
be perfectly quiet. When a change occurs the fly balls will move immediately causing 
valve (14) by the admission of oil to the cylinder (62) to move piston rod (127) in the 
proper direction to counteract the change of speed. I n  the very act of movement of 
the piston rod (127) the length of the valve stem (53) is altered through the dash pot 
connection which rotates this stem so that valve (14) is brought back to its normal 
position irwspective of the position of the centrifugal balls. That is to Nay the move- 
ment of piston rod (127) is stopped !ong before the speed of the water wheel has come 
back to the normal. I f  the dash pot (43) formed a rigid connection a t  the upper end 
of lever (110) the governor mould be perfectly stable in the new position but thb 
speed would not be normal. The actual position of afl'airs, however, is suah that 
dash pot (43) forms only a temporary connection from the end of lever (110) and 
neither lengthens nor shortens the length of valve stem (53) permanently, because, a s  
before stated tension spring (48) is constantly acting to pull rack (74) back to its 
central position and thereby bringing the valve stem (53) back to its normal length. 
The time required for the spring to do this depends entirely upon the resistance which 
the adjustable valve (40) offers to  the flow of oil in the dash pot. I f  the opening in 
this valve is very slight the dash pot will give way to the spring very slowly and on 
the other hand, if the opening is large, rapidly. I t  is possible to adjust the va[ve(40) 
so that the time required for the valve stem to come back to its normal length after 
movement of the governor piston rod is approximately the same as the time required 
for the water wheels to come back to their normal speed after a temporary deviation. 

I f  there is any tendency for the governor to deflect the nozzle through a greater 
angle than is necessary and then oscillate several times after a variation in the load, 
it  is because the dash pot is not quite sluggish enough in its action. The remedy 
is found by slightly cloving valve (40) or by increasing the viscosity of the oil i n  the 
dash pot ; on the other hand, if the governor does not deflect the nozzle far  enough 
when a load change takes place and is slow i n  bringing the speed back to the normal 
it is advisable to open valve (40) slightly or thin the oil by adding kerosine. 

When the clutch pin (84) is thrown in, the governor piston in cylinder (62) is 
rigidly connected to shaft (64). If the clutch pin is withdrawn, hand operation may 
be obtained by inserting hand lever (132) in the socket of governor rocking lever 
(131). 

PARTS OF GOVERNOR. 
No. Cdwmn. Parts. 

1 A S  . . . . Vacuum tank or receiver 
1 D 4  . . . . Ditto. 
2 A 7  . . . . Pressure tank 
'2 D 6  -. -. D1tlo 



No. 
3 
4 
G 

10 
11 
14 
20 
21 
30 
33 
30 
38 
30 
40 
41 
42 
43 
47 
48 

49 
62 
53 
56 
62 
64 
70 
74 
77 
79 
84 
87 
88 
89 
95 
103 
106 
106 
110 
114 
117 
126 
127 
128 
130 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
130 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 

149 
160 
151 
i6a 
163 
151 

( 66 
Column. 

D 0 . . . . 
E 6 . . . . 
D 6 . . . . 
D 5 . . . . 
E 6 . a . . 
E 0 . . . a  

E 4 . . . . 
0 4 . . . . 
c a . . . . 
F 4 . . . . 
D 1 . . a .  

E 1 . . . . 
E 2 .. . . 
c 2 . . . . 
E 3 . a  . . 
B 3 . . . . 
a a . . . . 
F 9 m. . . 
B 3 . . . . 
E 3 . . . . 
F 6 . . . . 
B 4 . . . . 
B 3 . . . . 
B 5 .. . . 
A 7 . . . . 
E '7 . . . . 
F 3 . . . . 
0 3 . . . . 
F 3 . . . . 
A 8 . . . . 
E 1 . . . . 
B 3 . . . . 
B 3 . . . . 
E 4 . . . . 
E 8 . . . . 
c a . . . . 
F 6 . . . . 
B 3 . . . . 
a a . . . . 
E 1 . . . . 
F a . . . . 
B 7 . . . . 
B 9 . . . . 
A 8 . . . . 
E 9 . . . . 
B 10 .. . . 
D 4 . . . . 
E 3 0 .  . . 
A 6 . . . . 
A 6 . . . . 
A 6 . . . . 
E 6 . . . . 
E 6 . . . . 
D 7 . . . . 
E 6 . . . . 
D 4 . . . . 
C 2 . . . . 
E 6 . . . . 
D 6 . . . . 
D 4 . . . . 
c a . . . . 
a 1 . a  . . 
A a . . . . 
A 3 . . . . 
A 4 . . . . 
D a . . . . 
D a . . . . 

Pnrlr. 
Pump oyliudet 
Pump pulley. 
Bafety valve. 
Pump box. 
Throttle valvo. 
Regulating valva. 
Gorcrnor tahlo. 
Hand lever. 
Oovernor ball 
BaIety lcvcc spring. 
Oil cap in govornor head. 
Governor head tension spring. 
Wing nut  for tension spring. 
Dash pot valve. 
Governor head pulloy. 
Dash pot oonuection stnd. 
Dash pot. 
Valve stem pinion. 
Dash pot centering spring. 
Nuts for rack.holder. 
Valve stem connection. 
Upper valve stem. 
Parallel rod. 
Main governor cylinder. 
Governor terminal shaft. 
Prossure check valve. 
Centering rnok in governor head. 
Dash pot piston rod. 
nack holder. 
Clutch handle. 
Governor head collar. 
Pressuro gauge. 
Vacuum gauge. 
Safety levor. 
Gauge cock. 
Dash pot cover screw. 
Valve stern adjusting gear. 
Racing lever for dash pot. 
Dash pot epring plunger. 
Qovernor head lever. 
Governor head spring stud. 
Upper piston rod. 
Lower piston rod. 
Rocking lever disc. 
Hand lever. 
Piston rod guide. 
Pump crank shaft. 
Pump pnlloy shaft. 
Pump piston. 
Pump lesther cups. 
Pump piston end masher. 
Pressure valro. 
Pressure valve scat. 
Vacuum valve. 
Vacuum valvo seat. 
Pump chamber. 
Pump cover plate. 
Vacuum valvo spring. 
Pressure valve spring. 
Crank shalt gcar. 
Pulley shnft pinion. 
Hole in pulley shalt. 
Upper pluup bearing; 
Port in pump. 
Lomor pump bearing. 
Notched collar. 
Conical y a r d  ring. 



A .  Column. 
155 E 8 . . 
15G E 8 . . 
157 A 3 . . 
158 A 6 . . 
169 A 1 . . 
160 D 4 . . 
161 D 3 . . 
162 C 7 . . 
163 D 4 . . 
164 0 6 . . 
1C6 D 7 . . 
186 D 8 . . 
167 C 7 . . 
168 0 7 . a 

169 E 3 . . 
170 E 2 . . 
171 E 4 . . 
i7a B 2 . . 

Par Is. 
Chamber in pump. 
Port in pump. 
Pump crank box. 
P u p  cross-head boaring 
Cover plats to tank. 
Pump bearing cover. 
Pump cmulr. 
Pump cay. 
Pump counect,ibg rod. 
Pump piston rod. 
Pump ralvo case. 
Pump filtar case. 
Priming check valve. 
Throttling nipplo. 
Port in pump. 
Pump cap. 

Ditto. 
Pump pulley shaft collar. 



( 7.4 ) 

APPENOIX C. 
RHE?J the position of it support had been definitely det,ermined, three pegs 

Exerl in the ground. Tho centre one being the site for the men to fig tho hole, 
the other two 5 feet in front and 5 feet behind the centre peg were to guide the men 

to the position of the hole when the centre peg was removed. ThiH \raq necevsnry 
because it way found that when thc contractor's men came across rock on the centre 
point, they often shifted the hole to one side or the other, i. e. out of the stmight, in 
order to avoid it. With two outside pegs put in, they could not rlo tllis without 
shifting these pegs as well, and that they could not do without greater risk of detection. 

Two men were pub on to each hole, one with a pick and the other with a shovel. 
Where blasting was necessary two men were put on with a jumper until the hole was 
bored. The methodadopted for blasting was to jump a hole about 2 inches in 
diamctcr and from 3 to 4 feet deep. When about 30 holcs were ready the IIIautiog 
gang came round with gelatino and ilynamite cartridges, electric detonntors, soft wet 
enrth, about 100 feet of heavily insulated twine, flexible cable and an electric expIe-  
dcr. The holes were first scraped clean, then a cartridge was let do\vn gently by 
the detonator wires and a little damp earth put in and the whole rammed down 
carefully with a wooden ramrod. More earth was then put in and rammed down 
from time to time until the hole was entirely filled up. The detonator wires were 
then connected to the exploder, and when all hands were a t  a safe di~tance the charge 
was exploded. The result was generally the shattering of the rock to such ,m extent 
that very little labour was required to shift the whole of it. Sometimes two or three 
cartridges were inter-conneclcd ancl fired simultaneously. I t  is useful to remember that 
bhe detonator should be fixed in the cartridges before going out on the works, using a 
round pointed wooden ramrod to make the hole in the gelatinous co+osition of the cart- 
ridge and then pressing the detonator into this hole gently but firmly. The cartridges 
thus   re pared were placed in a stout wooden box, securely shut and provided with a 
strong leather strap which was passed over the shoulder of the coolie whose duty i t  
was to carry the explosives. 

The holes being dug 5 feet deep by 4 feet by 3 feet the erection of the poles was 
started. Prior to this the poles had been comp!etely assembled with tlre exception 
of the insulators which were fixed after the poles were erected. First of all the posts - 
were placed with the butts over-hanging the hole. Four ropes were attached to each 
support above the upper cross-arm. The poles were then lifted as high as possible 
by hand. At this point the butts of the poles tend to slip against the opposite side 
of the hole and jam. To prevent this the hole was lined with planks. This helps 
the men consiclerably in getting the poles shoulder high. When the poles had been 
lifted as high as possible by hand one gang was put on two of the ropes and the poles 

pulled into a vertical position, while another gang strained on the other 
two ropes to keep the poles from being hauled too far over. The poles are of eat 
wood from the forests of Dehra Dun. Their average length is 30 feet nncl they vary 
in diameter nL the top from 4 inches to 7 inches and at  the base from 7 inches to 10 
inches, Up to the point from which tho lines diverge the poles are of the constl-uc- 
tion shown in plate no. XXXV. At the junction a triple pole constructed as shown 
in this plate is utilized. The same plate also shows the standard high tension pole. 
~h~ cross-arms, too, are of sal wood and of the dimensions shown in the above sketches 
which also show the method by which they are fixed to the poles. The tops of the 

poles are cut in the shape of an inverted V and are protected against rot clue to darnp 
by means of a roof made of one-sixteenthof an inch thick galvanized iron sheet which 

secured to the pole by 6-inch iron nails as shown in the plate above referred to 
when the poles were quared up and set to the proper alignment a layer of 

stones was put in and rammed down tight. On top of this T V ~ S  placed a layer of 

then another layer of stones, and so on until the hole filled up. The earth 

,\,as piled up to a height of about one foot above the ground level. 
~h~ poles being erected, the insulators were screwed on to the bolts and the 

wire payed out on the pole line. The method of doing was a follows :-Each 



dnll1, c o n h i l ~ i n ~  about 2 111iles of wiro w3s taken to n point from which the mire 
collld bo payed olltdolvn Iiill. Two Inen stood a t  the drum and rovolvod i t  while about 
ten nlcn. climbed up tho first ten poleg. The wiro mas then fastened to a rope which 
W;H I).~~sed fro111 ma11 to luzn of tho gang on the polo tops. Another s q ~ ~ a d  of men 

wcro plnccd belwoer~ the polos to koop tho wire off the ground nnd to help i t  along. 
~ i t L  regard to tho straining up of the linw, the regulation under the Indian 

Electricity Act (rule 60) roads as follows:- 
" Tlla fitctor of safety of nn aerial line inclr~cling the supports thereof nncl any 

guard wiros or bearer mires in connection therewith shall be a t  Icnst four uncler all 
contlition~, the r i ~ n x i n ~ r ~ ~ n  mind pressrlre being taken a t  25 Ibu. per square foot ; for 
cylindri,.aI bodies the eEectivc area shall be tnkcn as two-thirds of the sectional area 
exposed to the wind pressure." 

The dip3 in the wires were calculated as follows :- 
I t  \ ~ x u  asvrllued that a stretched wire, if the dip is comparatively small, may be 

regarded as a ~ a r a b o l a  and can be treated as such without appreciable error. Knowing 
the breaking strain of the wire employed, clivide it  by the factor of safety specific$ 
in the abovo rule. This gives the stress a t  minimum temperature which ]las been 
t.alien a t  20 degrees F. in this case. The dip for the required telnperature can then 
be obtained from the following formulae :- 

L=Span in Ieot. 
D=Dip at '20 degrees F. 
D'=Dip at higher tempersture. 
S=Stress at 20 degreas F. ia lbs. 
Bl=Btress s t  higher temperature in Ibs. 
W=Total pressure on wire per unit length (1 foot). 

W= J W'+Pa W=Woight of mire in lbs. per foot. 
P=Wind pressure in lbs. per foot length. 

T=DiEerence between 20 degrees B. snd higher tempersture. 
K=Co-efficient of expansion= -00000956 per degree F. for copper. 

L2XW I 3 K 
Then D=- , and D'=JD'+Lz (T x 7) 

8 D' Length of mire in span=L + - X - 
9 L  - 

E'rom these formulae a table m u  drawn up showing the different strains to be 
put on the wires for varying temperatures and spans, from 20 degrees F. to 140 
degrees F. and from 50 feet to 200 feet rising in tens, both degrees and feet. 

A copy of this table mas given to the linesman with instructions to  strain up  all  
three wires at  once with dynamometers, taking the temperature from a thermometer 
hung on a pole in the sun and taking the strain from the corresponding figures in the 
Lable. The length of the s p n  mm measured by him a t  the time of straining up. 
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APPENDIX D. 

From the very first t h c ~  pumps havo given ewlle3s trouble with their Erst 
redu-,~ion of gearing. They were originilly supp!~ed with involu~s gearmg, 
the  ini ion being of ph>~p!lor bron~:, anJ. the spur wheA of cast steel. The 
former was 12 in:hej approximttely in diameter, the width 6 in:hej and 

9 the p i t h  1 l_ inche3. The ratio of reduction was 3 to 1. After the pump? 
1b 

had been running for n few dayq, the first thing that happzned w a ~  the shcaring 
of several of the teeth off the pinion. When thi3 oxur re l  it w ~ 3  de:ided 
to p,lt in steel piniong. Thij wag done an3 the next thing that happzned w.~s that 
several teelh of the spar whezl broke off a', the roots. All the3e a:-id&¶ were due 
to inferior malerial combined wlth an insu6:ien: fa:tor of sale:y in their de~ign. 
New gearing was sent out by the mzkerd and for a5out ten month3 the purnpJran 
fairly wzll with only a few minor brezk-downs. I n  0-tober 1910, more trouble wa3 
experi~n:ed with the spur wheels due to the Sam2 cm3e viz. I' rotten tezth " an1 for 
over six month3 one pump was entirely laid up an there wan no gelring available 
for it. T ~ l e  doqign of the g a ~ r i n g  ma] then carefully considered by the Board's 
engineera who desided that the fa2tor of safety ma3 not suffi:ient and re~olved to put 
in  double-helix1 ma-lbe-cut gearing. Tnis could not be pro:ured in India 
so i t  had to be orrlered from England. I n  the msantime, to keep the plant going, 
an order was pla:ed with a wall-known Indian firm of engineers for a comp!ete eet 
of gearing. I t  war sp3:ifisd that thii  wa3 to be of solid forged steel throughout 
and to this the firm in que;tion agreej. Tne order was p1a:ed in De:ember 
1910 and the wheels were to be delivered in three weeks ; the a2tual time taken to 
deliver them was three and a half months. Finally, when the gearing did arrive 
and was fitted to one of the sets, it ma3 found thzt the firm had made a mistake in the 
manufacture and that there was a '' backlash" on the wheel of nearly a quarter of an 
inch. 

The makers were a t  once communicated with and to give them their due they 
promptly admitted that the fault was their's and in the courae of another two and B 

half months supplied new pinions w:li:h proved to be T\ of an in:h too large. 
These mere sent to the power statibn workshop3 and the excers wal turned off. 
Ths pumps ran with this new gearing for n few days only when a report was 
~eceivcd from the man in charge that a tooth of one of the spur wheels had broken off, 
had been carried round between the teeth of the pinion an l spur wheel, bent Loth 
pinion and spur wheel shafts and broken up the bed-plate. On inspe:tion of the 
spur mheel i t  was found that instead of being mild steel a3 specified it consisted of 
a cast i ron  centre with a mild steel ring shrunk on. The tooth that broke was a t  the 
weld and was not steel but wrought i ron  which had been inserted at  the weld. 
When the tooth broke the meld gave way and the whole ring opened up and of course 
flew off the cast iron centre. As the pump3 were running at  full speed this ring 
czrried everything before it. Luckily the mzn on duty in the engine room mznaged 
to keep clear of it. To make matters worse the very next day the same thing 
llappened to the second set and the p!ant was entirely shut down, being as it  was 
without a whole gear wheel or a shaft that wouid run. An attempt waq made to 
straighten the shafts a t  the pump house but this proved futilc. One of the least bent 
countershafts was actually straightened true enough to run, but to the other3 nothing 
could be done at  all. I t  was finally resolved to make a new pinion shaft out of the 
countershaft that was too badly bent to be straightened. (This shaft is bigger in 
dinmeter than the pinion shaft). The damaged countershaft wag accordingly sent to 
the power house workshops, put in the lathe and reduced to the ne:e3sary size, new 
keyways cut, and when finished sent ba-k to the pump house. T h ~ s  shaft was so 
badly twisted and bent that in spite of the 1 inch extra metal on it, i t just cleaned up 
and no more to the proper size. The keyways for the pulley and pinion had to be 
cut by hand ; the key~ray for the pulley being 24 inches long and that for the pinion 
8 inches. The whole work of making the new shaft was done in 48 hours. While the 

was being made at  the power house mistries were put on to repair a number of 
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 hi^ war done by culting awny the bad metal and " dovetailing ' a new tooth 

in. ~ j , i ~  job proved very tedious trs i t  had to be dono by hnmmer and chisel but i t  also 

proved very Three days aftcr the break-down occurred the pinups were 
oterted again, during 48 hours of which lime the station was praclicnlly without 

since the pumps were re-stnrted they have not been shut down again for 
my lengthy period; but ns the teeth of the pinions still kept breaking something had 
to be done. I t  was therefore dccided by the Engincers to have wheels made of 
laminations of steel boiler plate. A specification was drawn up and tet~tlcrv callc! for. 

~h~ specification for these ~vheels was ns follows :-Spur wheels to be made of eight 

j-inch steel boiler plates and two l-inch steel plates placed on the outside of t h e  
#.inch These plates to be pressed together, drilled and secured w i ~ h  J-inch 

dialneter steel rivets (to be rivettcd hot) turned over the top and bored out to receive 
a wrought iron bush of 14 inches in diameter. This bush to be bored out to 44-inch 
and l;ey-seated. The bush to be made n tight fit for the spur wheel plates, to be of 
the dinlensions shown in a detailed sketch and secured by suitable lceys  laced a t  a n  
angle of 90 degrees. Pinions to be constructed in the same way but without the 

iron bush ; dimensions to be as per detailed sketch. 
I t  was found that only one firm in India could take up work of this size, and 

Lhe order was accordingly placed with them. .The time stated for delivery wag 30 
days, but from former experience it was anticipated that this time mould be a t  least 
doubled. In view of this it was decided to make a pinion, which was the part  
of the gearing most urgently required, a t  the workshops. This was rather a big job 
to tackle with the inadequate toolsavailable but i t  mas managed somehow and prov. 
ed a complete success. The method adopted in making this pinion was as follows :- 
The only material available for making this was power pipes that were damaged 
in the big flood of 1909. These mere 12 inches in diameter and 4 an inch thick. The 
~ i p e s  were cut into plates 13 inches in diameter, heated and straightened in the 
blacksmith's shop. Each piece mas then put in the lathe, machined over the face and 
top and a hole bored in the centre ) of an inch less than the diameter of the'shaft. A 
template was taken off a broken pinion and the teeth scribed on the discs. The teeth 
were next cut out by saw and afterwards filed to within about of an inch of the 
correct size. Then the plates were drilled to a template and the whole of them were 
bolted temporarily together. After this, twelve +inch holes were bored right 
through the whole of the plates, rhymered out, and carefully fitted bolts driven home ; 

the nuts \\-ere next tightened up and the ends of the bolts rivetted over. When this 
was done the teeth were filed out to the exact size and the p i o n  put back in the 
lathe and bored out to the necessary size for the pinion shaft. 

The repairs that were carried out to the gearing kept one set pumps ,going 
until the arrival of the double helical gearing. As soon as this anived i t  mas fitted 
and the troubles as far as the gearing was concerned mere a t  an end. This type of 
gearlng has given every satisfaction and after running a whole year little or no 
signs of wear. The pitch of the new gearing is 1 inch and the breadth of it  is 8 
inches against G inches of the old type. 

The repair to the bed-plate that was damaged was rather a lengtlly affair 
took over two months to carry out. T h ~ s  bed-plate, which is the one that w,w damag- 
ed when the first crankshaft broke, is now one mass of patches but for all that is still 
quite sound and mill last as long as the rest of the pumps. 



APPENDIX E. 

Calculations for water d i d ~ i b ? d i o n  eyslem. 

Q=:Gnllon~ per minute. 
COL Box's Formula (l= { ( a d )  x H } 4 and H= - D=Diarneter in inch- 

L=Lcngtb in yards. 

Refer- 
ence to 
plmte~. 

- 
80 & 31 

30 & 31 

90 & SIl 

JO &a2 

0 & aa 

Oantoment 

t 
f This terminal head will admit of oonnootions being msde to St. Qeorge's Oollege and M. Fidelis Gohool. 

Locnlity of pipe. 

Vinwnt's Hill to Oamel's Back:- 

Chainage . . . . 0 
a0 

1.160 
4,160 
7.726 

Oemel's Back to Landour B=ar:- 

Choinage . . .. 0 
1.700 
2,800 
3,000 
4,400 
5,400 
6.100 
6,700 

Branoh line from Vincent's Hill 
towards the west :- 

Chainage . . . . 3,367 
3.340 
3,120 
2,000 

800 
0 

Branoh line from Vincent's Hill 
towarde Happy VJley and 
Herne Hill :- 

(i) Vincant's Hill reservoir to 
B. P. T. No. 7 :- 

Chainege . . .. 0 

960 
1,840 

(ii) B. Y. T. NO. 7 to 0. P. 
No. l a  :- 

Ohainage . . .. 1.840 
3,370 
4,110 
5,240 
6,380 

Branch line from 3)" main at 
Club Hiil to Barlowganj :- 
(i) Camel's Back reservoir to 

B. P. T. No. 34. 
Chainage . . . . 0 

1,480 
(ii) B P. T. NO. 34 to B. P. 

T. No 35 :- 

Cheinage . . . . 1,480 
2,seo 

(iii) B. P T. NO. 35 to B. P. 
T. No. 36 :- 

Chainnge . . . . 2,990 
4.050 

(iv) B. P. T. NO. 96 to B. P. 
T. No. 37 :- 

Ohninnge . . . . 4,050 
6,510' 

(v) B. P. T. No 37 to Tank 
No. 39. 

Ohbinage . . . . 6.510 
8,210 

The terminal head and discharge on 
by gravitation to a point a t  the 

This terminal head will admit of 

popula. Allotted meter 
R. L. of 

~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ] i ~  
gradient, 

----- 

7,189 
7,lse.zs 
7,165.38 
7.124.78 
7,092.68 

7.010~00 
0,965.EO 
6,942.53 
6,926.33 
6.023.07 
6,894.57 
6,882.62 
6,877.25 

7,189.00 
7,188.35 
7,179.41 
7,154.91 
7,019.59 
7,032.04 

7,189 

7,185'38 

7,128.58 
7:104.98 

6,803.00 
6,776.79 
6,742.58 
6,713.19 
6,694.69 

7,010.00 

6,928.33 

6,886.63 

8,707.00 
6,601.93 

6.179.00 
6,393.40 

6,220,00 
6,109.40 

5,935.00 
5,'J07*50 

water 

Hill. 

be sup. 
plied. 

-- 

10.000 
i8,oco 
16,500 
13,500 
11,000 

10,000 
10,OCCl 
9,000 
7.600 
5,060 
4,500 
3,500 
2,;OO 

18,000 
18,000 

1,500 
1,100 

eM) 
400 

. . 

in gal. 
Ions per 
minute. 

180 
ieo 
165 
135 
110 

100 
I00 
90 
75 
50 
45 
35 
25 

180 
180 
15 
11 
8 
4 

. . 
( 1 , 1 C O o n 4 ~ "  

- 

R L. OL 
ground. 

7,189 
7.179 
~ $ 4  
6,609 
7.018 

7,010~00 
6,592 
8,583 
6,609 
6,841 
6.G97 
6,681 
6,687 

7,189.00 
7,179.00 
7,153T10 
6.939.00 
6,837.00 
6,830.00 

7,189 

6,914 

6,844 
6,603 

6,803.00 
6,708.00 
6,505.00 
8.420.00 
6,384.00 

7,010~00 

6,603.00 

6,707.00 

6,707~00 
6,439.00 

6.439.00 
6,220~00 

6,220'00 
6,935.00 

6,935.00 
5,689..00 

supply of the 

p,ipo 
In 

inches 
D. 

4t  
4) 
4) 
4b 
44 

:i 
3 t  
24 
a t  
a+ 

41 
4b 
l b  

it 
1 

. . 

4) 

head- 

0 
9.28 

251.38 
516.78 
74.88 

0 
373.80 
379.53 
323.33 
282.07 
197.57 
aoi.52 
190.15* 

. . 
9.35 

26.41 
215.91 
219.59 
102.04 

0 

261.38 

284.58 
301.98 

0 
. 68.79 

237.59 
293.19 
310.69) 

0 

343.35 

179.63 

iea.'gs 

179:d 

.. 
174.40 

.. 
218.50f 

Landour 

main, see above). 

connections being msde to the houses on Herne 

a 
2 

. . 
2 
1) 
1) 
I t  

. . 
3) 

2 

. . 
1, 

. . 
it 

. . 
I t  

. . 
I t  

of an 
Lendour 

3,000 
a.500 

i,000 
1.600 
1,200 

600 

. . 

In feet 
of pipe 

L. 

. . 
30 

1,130 
3,000 
3,565 

l,j60 

:::$ 
500 

1,0120 
700 
COO 

.. 
27 

220 
1,120 
1,200 

1200 

. . 

.. 
20 
25 

. . 
20 
16 
12 
6 

. . 

Loss of 
head in 
feet H. 

o:7a 
22.00 
40.60 
32.10 

4;:20 
23.27 
16.20 
3.26 

98-50 
12.05 
5.27 

0:65 
8.94 

24.50 
105.32 
17.55 

. . 
23'62 

060 
eeo 

1,540 
740 

1,loo 
1,140 

. . 

.. 
1,480 

1,450 

i,iao 

. . 
2,460 

l,i00 

extension 
Bazar. 

38.80 
23.64~ 

a6:21 
34'20 
a9.40 
18.50 

.. 
83.67 

39.70 

105:07 

4 5 i 0  

l l ; ) : ~ ~  

2i:50 

for the 

(3,900 on 3&" 
main, see above). 

2,500 

i b o o  

1:6oo 

i,600 

600 

25 

. . 
20 

. . 
15 

. . 
10 

. . 
6 

thin line will admit 
upper end of the 
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Photo.-Kmhl. Dept., Thomnson Oollege. Roorkes 

A FEW TYPICAL 1Nbu~ATLno BREAhudWNS, 
(OLD TYPE H. T. INSULATORSA 















HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME, 
POWER PIPE LINE. 



LAYING T H E  POWER PIPES UNDER THE RIVER BED AT THE UPPER CROSSING, 
VIEW TAKEN FROM THE LEFT BANK. 

Photo NO. XV. (b) .  

L Ph~to.-UecIrl. DepL. Tholonaon Oollege, RoorkGe. 

LAYING THE POWER PIPES UNDER THE RIVER BED AT T H E  UPPER OROSSINGI 
VIEW TAKEN FROM THE RIGHT BaNH 



LAYING THE POWER PIPES UNDER THE RIVER BED AT THE UPPER CROSSING, 
YlEW TAKEN FROM THE RIGHT BANK 



PIPE-LAYING UNDER THE RIVER BED AT THE L O f i E R  CROSSING 
VIEW T A K t N  FI:OM T H E  LEFT BANK. 

Photo. No. XVI. (b,. 

-- 
to.-hlmhl. Dcpt.. Tlromnaon Oollege. H .. -- - -  

PIPE-LAYING UNDER E RIVER BED AT THE LOWER CROSSLNG, -- 
VIEW TAKEN FROM THE RIGHT BANKS 





THE 

OF THE 

MUSSOORIE HY DRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME 

VOLUME 11.-PLATES. 

-- 



LIST OF PLATES. 

f.--MaP of Mussoorie, showing generating station, pumping station, kr., 
and new and old water pipe lines. 

11.-Site plan of dam and reservoir a t  head of power pipe line. 
111.-Darn and reservoir and chaukidar's quarters and godown a t  head of 

power pipe line. 
1V.-Cross sections of reservoir and intake. 

V.-Plan and section of power pipe line. 
TI.-Detail of joints of power pipe line. 

VI1.-Power pipe line receiver a t  power house. 
VII1.-Longtitudinal sections of power pipe line a t  the upper and lower 

crossing of the Bhatta stream. 
1X.-Site plan of generating station. 

X.-Plan of power house and workshop a t  generating station. 
XI.-Plan of power house tlhowing foundations of machines, tail races, &. 

XI1.-General arrangements of pipes for Mussoorie sectional elevation. 
XII1.-Plans of Engineer's quarters and  kitchen a t  generating station; 

drivers and cleaners' quarters and outhouses. 
X1V.--Site plan of springs and pumping station. 
XV.-Site plan of pumping station and plan of intake tanks a t  Alurray 

springs. 
XV1.--Plans of collecting reservoirs and pump house at pumping station. 

XVI1.-Plan of subsidiary buildings a t  pump house. 
XVII1.-Plan and sect,ion of the 5-inch rising main. 

X1X.-Site plan of service reservoirs on Vincent's hill and Camel's bazk 
reservoirs. 

XX.-Details of cast-iron and cast-steel flanges and joints for 5 inch rising 
main. 

XX1.-Skeleton map showing old and new distribution systems of water 

supply. 
XXI1.-Water supply-sections of mains. (From Vincent's hill to Camel's 

back hill and from Camel's back reservoir to Landour Bazar.) 
XXII1.-Water supply-sections of mains. (From Club hill to Barlowganj ; 

Vincent's hill to  Herne hill and Vincent's hill towards the wcst.) 
XX1V.-Plan of stand-post and platform. 
XXV.-Original and revised plans of transformer station a t  Dumeverick 

estate. 
XXV1.-Orrginal and revised p!am of transformer station a t  Happy valley and 

Convent estate. 
XXVI1.-Details of Pelton wheel and nozzle. 

XXVII1.-150 K. W. generator. 
XX1X.-Nozzles old and new type. 

XSX.-Arrangement of nozzle levers. 
XXX1.-Diagram of connections for power station switch-board. 

XXXI1.-Generating station-arrangeme~t of switch gear. 
XXXII1.-Cross section of pump for governor. 
XXX1V.-H. T. lines. 

XXXV.-Standard poles. 
XXXV1.-Guard net  ; stay rod and born; line and shackle insulators (old and 

new types.) 
XXXV11.-Details of spike and clamp for fixing barbed mire, and method of 

pinning cap and fixing guard nct bracket to  pole. j 
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SSSVII1.-Old and new n~ethods of leafling in and out ~rna l l  suh-stations, 
(Soction through leading-in pipe.) 

SSXIX.-Diagram of conne:tions for sllb-ytatinns. 
XL.-Mu[ti gap t.ype high tension lightlling arrestor. 

SLI.-Arrangement of switch gear in ~ lb-s ta t ion .  
XT.11.-30 H. W. transformer. 

SLIII.-Tspiccll section of L. T. distribution system. 
XL1V.- S~andard  L. 'I?. line A pole ; L 'J!. line inrulator; and telegraph 

hoolr pattern. 
SLV.-St:~ndard lorn tension pole with street lighting bradret and fittings ; 

arc lamp pillar, and street lighting branket (old type.) 
SL\~1.-Act11al run of L. T. lines and run  of lines taking "short cuts u 

over " uallahs. " 
XLVII. -Switch pole. 

XLVI1I.-Multi-way distribotion pole. 
XLIX.-General arrangement and foundation of 150 H. P, pump motors, 

L -Arrangement of horizontal pump. 
L1.-Electric pump house, arrangement of switch gear. 

L11.-125 I<. W. transformer. 
L1II.-Diagram of connections for L. T. switch-board, (pumping station.) 
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